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‘Excellent.’
Helen Castor,

 Telegraph Book of the Year 

‘Lucid and beautifully  
 illustrated.’

The Times 

Non-Fiction/History

‘The Renaissance owes 
as much to the sword as 
it does to the pen or the 
paintbrush. It would not 
have happened without 
the princes of Italy who 
took the radical decision 
to adopt the language of 
imperial Rome for the 
display of their prestige 
and power.’

Mary Hollingsworth

Princes of the 
Renaissance
Mary Hollingsworth
A beautifully illustrated history of the Renaissance told 
through the lives of its most influential patrons.

From the late Middle Ages, the independent Italian city-
states were taken over by powerful families who installed 
themselves as dynastic rulers. Inspired by the humanists, 
the princes of 15th- and 16th-century Italy immersed 
themselves in the culture of antiquity, commissioning 
palaces, villas and churches inspired by the architecture 
of ancient Rome, and offering patronage to artists and 
writers. Many of these princes were related by blood or 
marriage, creating a web of alliances that held society 
together but whose tensions sometimes threatened to tear 
it apart; thus were their lives dominated as much by the 
waging of war as the nurture of the artistic talent.

In a narrative that is as rigorous and closely researched as 
it is accessible and informative, Mary Hollingsworth sets 
the princes’ aesthetic achievements in the context of the 
volatile, ever-shifting politics of a tumultuous period of 
history.

MARY HOLLINGSWORTH is a scholar of the Italian 
Renaissance, and author of The Medici, The Cardinal’s Hat, 
The Borgias: History’s Most Notorious Dynasty and Patronage 
in Renaissance Italy: From 1400 to the Early Sixteenth Century.

mary-hollingsworth.com
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‘A cracking book.’
Sainsbury's Magazine 

‘Coulthard is  
   a fine writer.’
Yorkshire Times 

Non-Fiction/Nature

‘As I watch our flock graze 
outside the farmhouse 
window, it’s hard to 
imagine them helping 
the Vikings pillage 
their way around the 
world or financing the 
Renaissance. How could 
such unassuming creatures 
have changed the outcome 
of wars, pioneered 
scientific breakthroughs 
and brought untold wealth 
and grinding poverty to 
millions? And yet they did. 
This is their story.’

Sally Coulthard

A Short History  
of the World  
According to Sheep
Sally Coulthard
An addictively free-ranging survey of the huge impact 
that sheep have had on human history.

From the plains of ancient Mesopotamia to the rolling 
hills of medieval England to the vast sheep farms of 
modern-day Australia, sheep have been central to the 
human story.

Starting with our Neolithic ancestors’ first forays into 
sheep-rearing nearly 10,000 years ago, they’ve fed us, 
clothed us, changed our diet and our languages, helped us 
to win wars, decorated our homes, and financed pioneers 
and privateers to conquer large swathes of the earth. Vast 
fortunes have been built on the backs of sheep, and cities 
shaped by shepherds’ markets and meat trading.

Sally Coulthard weaves the rich and fascinating story 
of sheep into a vivid and colourful tapestry, brimful of 
engaging anecdotes and remarkable ovine facts, whose 
multiple strands reflect the deep penetration of these 
woolly animals into every aspect of human society and 
culture.

SALLY COULTHARD is a best-selling author of design 
and outdoor living books including The Hedgehog 
Handbook, The Bee Bible, and The Little Book of Building 
Fires. She lives on a Yorkshire farm where she keeps 
chickens as well as – naturally – sheep.   

sallycoulthard.co.uk
  @SallyCoulthard
  @salcoulthard
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‘Goldsworthy is an erudite guide.’
BBC History

‘An authentic, enjoyable read.’
The Times

Non-Fiction/History

‘We have all heard of 
Alexander, and there are 
plenty of books about 
him, but they neglect 
Philip. Without Philip’s 
incredible reform of 
Macedon, Alexander would 
never have become ‘the 
great’, so we need to look 
at both men to understand 
the real story.’

Adrian Goldsworthy

Philip and Alexander
Kings and Conquerors 
Adrian Goldsworthy
A joint biography that investigates how, during their 
lifetimes, Philip and Alexander transformed Macedon 
from a weak kingdom into a globe-spanning empire.

During his short life Alexander the Great carved out an 
empire stretching from the Balkans to Central India, 
re-drawing the map of the ancient world. Yet Alexander 
represents only half of the story, for his success was not 
just the product of his own genius, restless energy and 
ambition, but was built on decades of effort by his father. 
History has portrayed Philip II of Macedon as an old man, 
one-eyed and limping, whose convenient assassination 
allowed Alexander the Great to come to power. But there 
was far more to him than this. Through decades of hard 
fighting, clever diplomacy, and sheer determination, Philip 
unified his country and conquered Greece.

As authoritative as it is accessible, Philip and Alexander is 
the latest in a much-praised sequence of essential histories 
of the ancient world from a master historian.

ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY studied at Oxford, where his 
doctoral thesis examined the Roman army, and became an 
acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is the author of 
numerous books, including Caesar, The Fall of the West, Pax 
Romana, and Hadrian’s Wall.

adriangoldsworthy.com
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Non-Fiction/Biography

‘The British establishment 
destroyed two geniuses 
whose discoveries changed 
the world: one was the 
computer scientist Alan 
Turing; the other was 
Frank Whittle, inventor 
of the jet engine. Duncan 
Campbell-Smith has 
written the definitive 
account of his troubled 
life.’

Richard Milbank,  
Publisher

Jet Man
The Making and Breaking of  
Frank Whittle, the Genius behind  
the Jet Revolution
Duncan Campbell-Smith
The story of Frank Whittle – RAF pilot, mathematician 
of genius, inventor of the jet engine and British hero.

In 1985 Hans von Ohain, the scientist who pioneered Nazi 
Germany’s efforts to build a jet plane, posed the question: 
‘Would World War II have occurred if the Luftwaffe knew 
it faced operational British jets instead of Spitfires?’ He 
immediately answered, ‘I, for one, think not.’

Frank Whittle, working-class outsider and self-taught 
enthusiast, had worked out the blueprint of a completely 
new type of engine in 1929, only for his ideas to be 
blocked by bureaucratic opposition until the outbreak of 
war in 1939. The importance of his work was recognized 
too late by the government for his revolutionary engine to 
play a major part in World War II. After the war Whittle’s 
dream of civilian jet-powered aircraft became a reality and 
Britain enjoyed a golden age of 1950’s jet-powered flight.

Drawing on Whittle’s extensive private papers, Campbell-
Smith tells the story of a stoic and overlooked British hero, 
a tantalizing tale of ‘what might have been’.

DUNCAN CAMPBELL-SMITH is a former Financial 
Times and The Economist journalist. He won the 
Wadsworth Business History Prize for Masters of the Post: 
The Authorized History of the Royal Mail.

duncancampbellsmith.com
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‘A masterclass in the history  
of Nazi Germany.’

Get History

‘One of the  
books of the year.’

Dan Snow

Non-Fiction/History

‘In the second volume 
of The Hitler Years, I 
chart the dramatic slide 
from triumph to disaster, 
shattering several myths  
in the process.’

Frank McDonough

The Hitler Years
Disaster 1940–1945
Frank McDonough
The second volume in a new, immensely readable 
narrative of the rise and catastrophic fall of the Nazi 
regime by a respected expert on the Third Reich.

At the beginning of 1940 Germany was at the pinnacle of 
its power. By May 1945 Hitler was dead and Germany had 
suffered a disastrous defeat. 

Hitler had failed to achieve his aim of making Germany 
a super power and had left her people to cope with the 
endless shame of the Holocaust. 

In The Hitler Years: Disaster 1940–1945, Professor Frank 
McDonough charts the dramatic change of fortune for 
the Third Reich, and challenges long-held accounts of the  
Holocaust and Germany’s ultimate defeat.

Despite Hitler’s grand ambitions and the successful early 
stages of the Third Reich’s advances into Europe, Frank 
McDonough argues that Germany was only ever a middle 
ranking power and never truly stood a chance against the 
combined forces of the Allies. 

FRANK MCDONOUGH is an internationally renowned 
expert on the Third Reich. He studied history at Balliol 
College, Oxford and gained a PhD from Lancaster 
University. He has written many critically acclaimed books 
on the Nazi regime, including: The Gestapo, Hitler and the 
Rise of the Nazi Party and Sophie Scholl: The Woman Who 
Defied Hitler. 

proffrankmcdonough.com   @FXMC1957
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‘One of the foremost Irish  
historians of our times.’

Sunday Business Post

‘Indispensable to  
contemporary Irish writing.’
President Michael D. Higgins

Non-Fiction/Sport

‘In the twenty-five years 
I have published Declan 
Kiberd’s work, I have 
been aware of his deep 
and surprising passion for 
cricket. Now that Ireland 
is a Test cricket side, I 
plucked up the courage 
to suggest he write a book 
about this most English 
of games. This is an 
entertaining, affectionate 
and intelligent homage to 
the absurdities and glories 
of a pursuit like no other.’

Neil Belton,  
Publisher

England and Eternity
Declan Kiberd
A teasing but affectionate celebration of cricket through 
the ages, written by one of Ireland’s greatest living critics.

Cricket is the strangest game. It features idealism, brutality, 
low comedy, high intelligence, luck and sheer bravery in 
equal measure – and often achieves the condition of art.

Declan Kiberd’s remarkable book is a celebration of 
cricket through the ages, and of the peculiarities of the 
people who love and play it. He evokes brilliantly what it is 
like to be ‘out there’ on the field of play.

Although the modern game is rooted in the gentle rural 
England described by LP Hartley and George Orwell, 
it has in its more modern versions come to reflect the 
industrial power and intermittent violence of modern life.

England and Eternity is a teasing but affectionate study 
of the genius of the English people as seen from a 
postcolonial perspective – and of the game which was one 
of their richest, oddest and most lasting gifts to the wider 
world.

DECLAN KIBERD is Ireland’s greatest living critic, 
internationally celebrated for his work on literature and 
colonialism. He is the author of Inventing Ireland, Ulysses 
and Us and Irish Classics. He has won many literary prizes 
and holds chairs at the University of Notre Dame in the 
USA and University College Dublin.
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‘A cookbook for readers.’
Nigella Lawson 

‘A very special book.’
Diana Henry 

Non-Fiction/Cookery

‘I adore food, and books, 
and Christmas. What 
an utter joy to have the 
chance to write The Little 
Library Christmas, and 
to share my considerable 
enthusiasm for Brussels 
sprouts, for Noel 
Streatfield, for wrapping 
presents, for terrible office 
parties, for Carol, for 
cinnamon and nutmeg, 
and for Charles Dickens 
and his Cratchit family.’

Kate Young

The Little Library 
Christmas
50 Festive Recipes Inspired by Fiction
Kate Young
A festive cookbook from award-winning food writer 
Kate Young. The perfect Christmas gift for cooks and 
bibliophiles alike.

The Little Library Christmas is a collection of 50 festive 
recipes from Kate Young, the Little Library cook. From 
edible gifts and cocktail party catering, to the big day 
itself and ideas for your leftovers, this book will guide you 
through the Christmas period with meals, treats, tipples 
and – of course – plenty of reading recommendations.

With beautiful photographs throughout and in a 
gorgeous, giftable, format, this is the perfect book to put 
under your tree this Christmas.

KATE YOUNG is an award-winning food writer whose 
recipes are inspired by her bookshelves. After mastering 
the treacle tart from Harry Potter, Kate started blogging 
about her creations and was named Blogger of the Year 
in 2017 by the Guild of Food Writers. Her first book, 
The Little Library Cookbook, was shortlisted for Fortnum 
& Mason’s debut food book award and won a World 
Gourmand food writing award. Her second book, The 
Little Library Year, was published to wide acclaim in 2019. 
Originally from Australia, she now lives in England.

thelittlelibrarycafe.com
  @bakingfiction  @bakingfiction
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‘A cracking book.’
Sainsbury's Magazine  

‘Coulthard is a  
fine writer.’

Yorkshire Times 

Non-Fiction/Nature

‘Earthworms are the 
undisputed super-heroes 
of the soil. Without them, 
life would stop. Beneath 
the ground, they’re 
grafting away, putting 
goodness back into the 
earth and making sure 
our gardens and farmland 
thrive. But how much 
do we really know about 
them? Let’s dig below the 
surface and find out.’

Sally Coulthard

The Book of 
the Earthworm
Sally Coulthard
Sally Coulthard explores the miraculous world of the 
earthworm, the modest little creature without whom life 
as we know if would not be possible.

For Charles Darwin – who estimated every acre of land 
contained 53,000 earthworms – the humble earthworm 
was the most important creature on the planet. And 
yet, most people know almost nothing about these little 
engineers of the earth. We take them for granted but, 
without the earthworm, the world’s soil would be barren, 
and our gardens, fields and farms wouldn’t be able to grow 
the food and support the animals we need to survive. 

Sally Coulthard provides a complete profile of the 
earthworm by answering fifty questions about these 
wriggling creatures, from ‘What happens if I chop a worm 
in half?’ to ‘Would humans survive if worms went extinct?’ 
Fascinating and beautifully illustrated, The Book of the 
Earthworm offers a feast of quirky facts and practical 
advice about the world’s most industrious – but least 
understood – invertebrate.

SALLY COULTHARD is a best-selling author of design 
and outdoor living books including The Bee Bible, The 
Hedgehog Handbook, and The Little Book of Building Fires. 
She lives on a Yorkshire farm where she keeps sheep, 
chickens and the occasional hedgehog.  

sallycoulthard.co.uk
  @SallyCoulthard   salcoulthard
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‘Dan Jones writes with  
pace, wit and insight.’

Helen Castor

‘Exhilarating, epic,  
sword-swinging history.’

TLS

Non-Fiction/History

‘I have tried here to write 
a history of 1215 in the 
fullest sense. So as well as 
describing the high politics 
of the year, I have built up 
a picture of what life was 
really like for people at 
every level of society:  
king and barons, knights 
and merchants, priests  
and peasants.’

Dan Jones

In the Reign of King John
A Year in the Life of Plantagenet England
Dan Jones
A vivid and richly illustrated portrait of English society 
in the penultimate year of the reign of a king with the 
worst reputation of any in our history. 

1215 is chiefly remembered for King John attaching his 
seal to Magna Carta in a quiet Thames-side water-meadow 
– a milestone in the history of liberty. But it was also a 
year of crusading and church reform, of foreign wars and 
dramatic sieges – a year in which London was stormed by 
angry barons and England invaded by a French army.

As well as describing these upheavals, Dan Jones 
introduces us to the ordinary people of thirteenth-
century England – how and where they worked, what 
they wore, what they ate, and what role the church played 
in their lives – to create a vivid gripping portrait of an 
extraordinary year in English history. 

DAN JONES is a historian, broadcaster and award-
winning journalist. His books, including The Plantagenets, 
Magna Carta, The Templars and The Colour of Time (with 
Marina Amaral), have sold more than one million copies 
worldwide. He has written and hosted dozens of TV 
shows including the acclaimed Netflix/Channel 5 series, 
Secrets of Great British Castles. His writing has appeared in 
newspapers and magazines including The Sunday Times, 
The Daily Telegraph, The Wall Street Journal, GQ and The 
Spectator.

  danjoneshistorian
 @dgjones
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‘Wise and unsentimental... 
Excellent.’
The Times

‘An absorbing slow  
burn of a book.’

Guardian

Non-Fiction/Languages

‘I’ve always wanted  
to publish a book  
about the ways in  
which other languages 
open up new worlds of 
culture and experience.  
Sophie Hardach, a gifted 
novelist in her second 
language and fluent or 
curious in many others,  
is the ideal writer for such 
a book, and she’s written  
a very fine one.’

Neil Belton, 
Publisher

Languages are  
Good for Us
Sophie Hardach
A celebration of the huge linguistic diversity that is open 
to all of us at birth, and that has inspired and fascinated 
humans since the invention of speech.

The acclaimed novelist Sophie Hardach – a German 
native who writes in English – explores languages, and 
multilingualism, as an expression of human creativity and 
identity, and a way to connect in an often fractured world 
– a necessary and important pursuit in these politically 
divided times.

The book’s chapters roughly follow the trajectory of a 
human life, tracing our relationship with language from 
the first muffled sounds we hear in the womb, to the 
comfort and companionship it can provide in old age. The 
author weaves together her own experiences of language as 
the mother of a multilingual child and explores the science 
and history of speech. Languages Are Good For Us offers a 
unique perspective on a subject that affects us all. 

SOPHIE HARDACH is the author of three novels, The 
Registrar’s Manual for Detecting Forced Marriages, about 
Kurdish refugees, Of Love and Other Wars, about pacifists 
during World War Two, and Confession with Blue Horses, 
about the repercussions of the division of Germany 
on the lives of individuals. Confession with Blue Horses 
was shortlisted for the Costa Novel Prize 2019. Also a 
journalist, she worked as a correspondent for Reuters news 
agency in Tokyo, Paris and Milan and and has written for 
a number of publications including the Guardian, BBC 
Future and The Economist. 

sophiehardach.blogspot.com
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Non-Fiction/Modern History

‘The story of Latin 
America in the 21st 
century has been 
one of populism, of 
astronomical rises and 
even more precipitous falls. 
¡Populista! will outline 
the seductive appeal of 
modern Latin America’s 
strongmen and their 
clientelist policies which 
have plunged the region 
into its current malaise of 
conflict and polarization.’

Will Grant

¡Populista!
The Rise of Latin America’s  
21st Century Strongmen 
Will Grant
An exploration of the phenomenon of the caudillo 
figure in Latin American politics and the rise of 
populism.

The swing to the Left in Latin America, known as the 
‘Pink Tide’, was the most important political movement in 
the Western Hemisphere in the 21st century. It involved 
some of the biggest, most colourful and most controversial 
characters in Latin America for decades, leaders who 
would leave an indelible mark on their nations and who 
were adored and reviled in equal measure. 

Parties became secondary to individual leaders and 
populism reigned from Venezuela to Brazil, from 
Central America to the Caribbean, financed by a spike 
in commodity prices and the oil-backed largesse of 
Venezuela’s charismatic socialist president, Hugo Chávez. 

Yet within a decade and a half, it was all over. Today, this 
wave of populism has left the Americas in the hands of 
some of the most authoritarian, militarized and dangerous 
leaders since the military dictatorships of the 1970s. 

WILL GRANT is one of the UK’s leading broadcast 
journalists on Latin American affairs. He has been the 
BBC’s senior correspondent in Latin America since 
2007 with successive deployments to Venezuela, Mexico 
and Cuba. Across his career, he has been responsible for 
covering the region from Patagonia to the Rio Grande and 
has travelled to every part of the continent in that time. 
He is currently based in Havana and Mexico City.

  @will__grant
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‘I grew up on a Pacific 
coast and was lucky later 
to travel by boat between 
Pacific islands. No one 
who experiences what 
Polynesians call Te Moana 
nui a Kiwa, the great sea, 
can be less than astounded 
by the voyages that 
transformed this vast space 
of ocean and islands into 
an inhabited human realm. 
So my questions are simply, 
how did people become 
Islanders? What is it, to be 
an Islander?’

Nicholas Thomas 

Voyagers
The Settlement of the Pacific
Nicholas Thomas
The extraordinary four-thousand year story of the 
settlement of the Pacific Ocean.

In Oceania, the distinguished anthropologist Nicholas 
Thomas charts the course of the seaborne migrations  
that populated the islands between Asia and the Americas 
from late prehistory onwards: firstly the colonization 
by speakers of Austronesian languages of the western 
Pacific littoral, from around 3000 BC, of the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Micronesia and Melanesia; followed by the later 
settlement, by Polynesian peoples, of Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, 
Tahiti, the Marquesas, Easter Island and eventually  
New Zealand, up to AD 1250.

Alongside a compelling narrative of this remarkable 
sequence of long-distance migrations, Nicolas Thomas 
describes the sea-going technologies that allowed these 
epic voyages to take place; the nature of the cultures that 
embarked on them; and the societies that emerged across 
Oceania in their wake.

NICHOLAS THOMAS is an Australian anthropologist, 
who was co-curator of the Royal Academy exhibition 
Oceania (2018). He is a professor of Historical 
Anthropology and in 2010 he was awarded the Wolfson 
History Prize for Islanders: The Pacific in the Age of Empire.
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Non-Fiction/History & Travel

‘In Madagascar, people 
often spend more on their 
tombs than their homes.  
I’ve never come across 
anywhere so maddeningly 
mysterious. We don’t know 
when its first humans 
arrived, or why, or how 
they got here from Borneo 
(3,700 miles away). Trying 
to make sense of it all, I 
embarked on a "walk-
through" history, and here 
it is: wild, beguiling and 
thrillingly odd.’

John Gimlette

The Gardens of Mars
Madagascar, an Island Story
John Gimlette
A journey – both historical and contemporary – among 
the fantastical landscapes, beguiling creatures and 
isolated tribes of the world’s fourth largest island: 
Madagascar.

An improbable world beckons. We think we know 
Madagascar but it’s too big, too eccentric, and too 
impenetrable to be truly understood. If it was stretched 
out across Europe, the island would reach from London 
to Algiers, and yet its road network is barely bigger than 
tiny Jamaica’s. There is no evidence of any human life 
until about 10,000 years ago, and, when eventually people 
settled, it was migrants from Borneo — 3,700 miles away — 
who came out on top.

As well as visiting every corner of Madagascar, John 
Gimlette journeys deep into its past in order to 
better understand how Madagascar became what it is 
today. Along the way, he meets politicians, sorcerors, 
gem prospectors, militiamen, rioters, lepers and the 
descendants of seventeenth-century pirates.

JOHN GIMLETTE is a prize-winning travel writer who 
has journeyed to more than 80 countries. He is the author 
of At the Tomb of the Inflatable Pig, Panther Soup: A European 
Journey in War and Peace, Wild Coast: Travels on South 
America’s Untamed Edge and Elephant Complex: Travels in  
Sri Lanka.

johngimlette.com   @JohnGimlette
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‘Sure to delight.’
TLS

‘An absolute joy.’
Choice

Non-Fiction/Biography

‘Being a child star is 
invariably the basis for 
a messy, even tragic, 
adulthood. Lena Zavaroni 
and Judy Garland were 
messed up, ultimately 
fatally, by their childhood 
years in show business. 
Eric Morecambe and Ernie 
Wise were rare exceptions. 
Making front page 
headlines in the West End 
at 13, and topping the TV 
ratings on Christmas Day 
40 years later. What made 
them so different?’

Louis Barfe

Sunshine and Laughter
The Story of Morecambe & Wise
Louis Barfe
The unique story of Eric Morecambe and Ernie Wise  
– British television’s most iconic double act.

British television has hosted some celebrated double 
acts over the years – from the Two Ronnies to Reeves 
and Mortimer, from French and Saunders to Fry and 
Laurie and from Mitchell and Webb to Matt Lucas and 
David Walliams. But none of these acclaimed duos come 
within a million miles of challenging the cherished place 
in television’s golden age occupied by Eric Morecambe 
and Ernie Wise, whose partnership lasted from 1941 to 
Morecambe’s death in 1984. Icons of British television 
in the 1970s, Eric and Ernie were, in the words of one 
commentator ‘the most illustrious, and the best-loved, 
double-act that Britain has ever produced’.

Louis Barfe has a gift for narrating celebrity lives in a 
manner that is informative and affectionate but never 
hagiographic. Funny, human and incisive, Sunshine 
and Laughter gets to the heart of what made TV’s most 
enduringly popular double act tick.

LOUIS BARFE is expert on all aspects of the 
entertainment industry. He is the author of Turned Out 
Nice Again – The Story of British Light Entertainment, The 
Trials and Triumphs of Les Dawson and Happiness and Tears: 
The Ken Dodd Story.

cheeseford.net
  LouisBarfe   @AlanKelloggs
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Non-Fiction/History

‘Sooner or later any writer 
on the Dark Ages must 
front up and deal with 
Arthur. Now it is my turn 
to jump feet first into the 
most obscure period of 
British history and try to 
figure out what happened 
to Britain after Rome. It 
has been an exhilarating 
journey through a 
landscape at once familiar 
and wildly exotic.’

Max Adams

The First Kingdom
Britain in the Age of Arthur
Max Adams
The bestselling author of The King in the North turns 
his attention to the obscure era of British history known 
as ‘the age of Arthur’.

Somewhere in the dim void between the departure from 
Britain of the Roman legions at the start of the fifth 
century and the days of the venerable Bede, the kingdoms 
of Early Medieval Britain were formed. But by whom? And 
out of what? 

Max Adams scrutinizes the narrative handed down to 
us by later historians and chroniclers, stripping away the 
more lurid nonsense about Arthur and synthesizing the 
research of the last forty years to tease out strands of reality 
from myth. In doing so, Adams reveals how archaeology 
has revealed evidence of invasion, settlement and foreign 
trade, and how this can attest to the emergence of distinct 
polities in the sixth century which are recorded in the 
lines of river, road and watershed and in place names.

MAX ADAMS is the author of an acclaimed sequence of 
histories of Early Medieval Britain: The King in the North, 
In the Land of Giants, and Ælfred’s Britain. His other books 
include Admiral Collingwood and the bestselling The Wisdom 
of Trees. He has lived and worked in County Durham, in 
the North-East of England, since 1993.

theambulist.co.uk
  TheAmbulist

‘A triumph.’
The Times

‘A beautifully written  
archae-travelogue.’

TLS
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‘I hope that reading this 
book will be like going for 
a walk in the countryside: 
rich in tranquility, joy 
and the stimulation 
of serendipitous and 
surprising connections  
and discoveries.’

Patrick Barkham

An anthology of British and Irish nature writing selected 
by the natural history writer Patrick Barkham.

From Thomas Hardy’s idyllic ‘Wessex’ to Nan Shepherd’s 
fiercely beautiful Cairngorm mountains, the British 
landscape has been imagined and reimagined through our 
literature for as long as we can remember. Literature of 
the land has become part of our collective identity, seeped 
into our stories, and shaped the way we think about place. 

Patrick Barkham’s anthology brings together a selection 
of wild writing from every corner of these islands. The 
chosen pieces are arranged in themes – from woods to 
birds and from childhood to future nature – and include 
extracts from much-loved classics alongside passages by 
some of our finest contemporary writers, such as Robert 
Macfarlane and Helen Macdonald. These voices from past 
and present will bring wonder as they journey around our 
fields, mountains and coastlines, exploring, describing and 
celebrating our landscape in all its rich diversity.

Non-Fiction/Nature

The Wild Isles
Patrick Barkham (ed.)

NOVEMBER 2020 • APOLLO / NATURE • 234x153mm • 592pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN)
HB 9781789541403 £25.00 • E 9781789541397

PATRICK BARKHAM is the author of The Butterfly 
Isles and Badgerlands, which were both shortlisted for the 
Ondaatje Prize, and Islander, which won the National 
Geographic Traveller Magazine Book of the Year 2018.  
He lives on the edge of the Norfolk Broads.

  @patrick_barkham©
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‘Brilliantly detailed.’
Literary Review

‘A fascinating journey.’
BBC World Service

Non-Fiction/Memoir

‘When you go to university 
one of the unknowns is 
who you will meet. This is 
the story of my friendship 
with Benazir Bhutto, 
which began when we were 
both students at Oxford in 
the 1970s, and continued 
for over 30 years until her 
assassination in December 
2007. What I witnessed was 
unique, as was Benazir’s 
influence on my life, and 
that is the story I wanted 
to tell.’

Victoria Schofield

The Fragrance of Tears
My Friendship with Benazir Bhutto
Victoria Schofield
A memoir of Victoria Schofield’s thirty-year friendship 
with her Oxford contemporary, Benazir Bhutto.

Born to an influential Pakistani family that has dominated 
the centre-left Pakistan People’s Party since its founding in 
1967, Benazir Bhutto would twice serve as prime minister 
of her country (becoming the first woman to head a 
democratic government in a predominantly Muslim 
nation). She was assassinated in December 2007 – almost 
certainly by her Islamist enemies – while attempting a 
second political comeback.

The Fragrance of Tears is the touching story of an enduring 
friendship between a middle-class Englishwoman and a 
wealthy Pakistani woman who rose to be one the most 
powerful politicians in Asia. It records the evolution of 
Victoria’s and Benazir’s relationship from the dreams of 
Oxford in the 1970s, through the trauma of Benazir’s 
father’s trial and execution and the heady years of 
her political ascendency, to the tragedy of her own 
assassination in Rawalpindi in 2007.

VICTORIA SCHOFIELD is a historian and commentator 
on international affairs, who has written for The Sunday 
Telegraph, The Times and The Independent. She is the author 
of Bhutto: Trial and Execution, Kashmir in Conflict, Highland 
Furies: The Black Watch 1739–1899 and The Black Watch: 
Fighting in the Front Line, 1899–2006.

www.victoriaschofield.com   @rvschofield
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Non-Fiction/History

Tip & Run
The Untold Tragedy of the  
First World War in Africa
Edward Paice
The story of the First World War in Africa, which 
devastated an area five times the size of Germany and 
killed more than two million people. 

On 11 November 1918, the First World War came to an 
end in Europe. But, in Northern Rhodesia, the bloodshed 
persisted for another two weeks in what one campaign 
historian described as ‘a war of extermination and 
attrition without parallel in modern times.’ 

But for Major-General Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck, the 
news of a German republic, and a Kaiser who had fled 
to Holland, seemed absurd. After approximately 650,000 
carrier and civilian deaths in German Ruanda-Urundi and 
East Africa the hope of peace that armistice brought to 
Europe was not embraced with the same sense of relief.

In Tip and Run, Paice tells the story of the elusive, 
relentless and fanatical Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck in an 
engaging and detailed narrative that exposes the horrors  
of the European imperial fantasies so lethally visited  
upon Africa.

EDWARD PAICE was a History Scholar at Cambridge 
and winner of the Leman prize. After a decade working 
in the City he spent four years living and writing in East 
Africa, and was the author of the first guidebook to newly 
independent Eritrea. His acclaimed biography Lost Lion 
of Empire: The Life of ‘Cape-to-Cairo’ Grogan, nominated 
by The Week as ‘Best Newcomer’, was published in 2001. 
He was awarded a Visiting Fellowship by Magdalene 
College, Cambridge in 2003-4 and is a Fellow of the 
Royal Geographical Society. He is married and lives near 
Tonbridge, Kent.

‘Tip & Run is the most 
complete account of 
the First World War in 
East Africa. This almost 
forgotten war fought in 
appalling conditions with 
the utmost savagery cost 
hundreds of thousands 
of lives, and was the most 
brutal and shameful war 
in colonial history. It left 
profound scars that mark 
the history of Africa to  
this day.’

Anthony Cheetham, 
Chairman

NOVEMBER 2020 • APOLLO / HISTORY • 234x153mm • 480pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781800240315 £18.99 • E 9781800240339
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Non-Fiction/Paperback Reissues Non-Fiction/Paperback Reissues

Swimming with Seals 
Victoria Whitworth

Life in a Cold Climate 
Laura Thompson

A beautifully written memoir about intense physical and 
personal experience, and the escape it can provide.

Swimming with Seals explores how swimming with seals, 
gulls and orcas in the cold waters off Orkney provided 
Victoria Whitworth with an escape from a series of life 
crises and helped her to deal with intolerable loss.

It is also a treasure chest of history and myth, local folklore 
and archaeological clues, giving us tantalizing glimpses of 
Pictish and Viking men and women, those people lost to 
history, whose long-hidden secrets are sometimes yielded 
up by the land and sea.

A fabled master of covert action, and the model for 
Graham Greene’s Quiet American. 

A genius in the dark arts of counter-insurgency, Edward 
Lansdale was a legendary figure during the first half 
of the Cold War. He pioneered a cunning mixture of 
military repression and policies that won over the civilian 
population in the Philippines and defeated a Communist 
rebellion, and began to apply the same techniques in 
Vietnam. But the Pentagon and the White House were 
more convinced by brute force, by body counts and bombs 
instead of a struggle to win hearts and minds. 

A much-praised biography of Nancy Mitford, most 
brilliant of the celebrated Mitford sisters who dazzled 
and scandalized interwar high society.

Nancy Mitford was, in the words of her sister Lady Diana 
Mosley, ‘very, very complex’. Her biographies and novels, 
her journalism, and the vast body of letters to her family, 
friends such as Evelyn Waugh, and to the great love of her 
life, Gaston Palewski, all tell an intriguing story. 

Prize-winning author Laura Thompson has fashioned  
a memorable and affectionate portrait of a witty, elegant, 
contradictory and courageous woman.

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / MEMOIR • JULY 2020

198x129mm •304pp • E 9781784978365 • PB 9781838937447 £8.99 • WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / HISTORY • JULY 2020

234x153mm • 768pp • E 9781788542661 • PB 9781788542685 £16.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / BIOGRAPHY • JULY 2020

198x129mm • 432pp • E 9781784082635 • PB 9781789542660 • £9.99 • UK/COM 

The Road Not Taken 
Max Boot
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‘I wanted to draw 
characters from different 
nationalities who had 
fought together and were 
now prized for their skills. 
There was only one place 
to find such men – the 
French Foreign Legion 
– where a man’s past is 
wiped clean. I needed an 
intelligent and resourceful 
man who could use hidden 
contacts and survive in 
hostile environments. 
A lone operator. 
Unaccountable.’

David Gilman

From the author of Night Flight to Paris, the first in a 
high-concept, high-octane new series of contemporary 
international thrillers. 

A clandestine war on the desert border of Mali and 
Algeria; murder and kidnap on the suburban streets 
of West London; a Moscow CID police inspector 
investigating the assassination of four of her fellow officers 
by the Russian Mafia; a young MI6 officer facing the 
possibility that a long-running operation has been fatally 
compromised: connecting them all is the Englishman 
– Dan Raglan, outsider, exile, one-time member of the 
French Foreign Legion, fully-trained killer. 

Raglan’s quest for answers will become a quest for 
vengeance. It will lead him to the winter-ravaged wasteland 
of the Sverdlovskaya Oblast and Penal Colony #74, a place 
that holds Russia’s most brutal murderers. A place of 
death and retribution. 

How will he get in? More importantly, how will he get out?

Fiction/Thriller

The Englishman
David Gilman

JULY 2020 • HOZ / THRILLER • 228x145mm • 480pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838931391 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838931407 £14.99 • E 9781838931421 • Audio 9781838936914
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DAVID GILMAN enjoyed many careers – including 
firefighter, paratrooper and photographer – before turning 
to writing full time. He is an award-winning author and 
screenwriter.

davidgilman.com
  davidgilman.author   @davidgilmanuk

‘A gripping read from  
an assured storyteller.’

The Times

‘A gripping ride through a  
memorable period of history.’

Wilbur Smith



‘In Playdate I explore every 
parent’s worst nightmare: 
the kidnap of a child. But 
instead of focussing on the 
‘who’ – we find out who 
did it early on – I wanted 
to explore the twists and 
turns possible in the  
‘why?’ Why this family? 
Why this mother?  
Why this child?’

Alex Dahl

Gripping, dark and fresh: the latest thriller from the 
CWA Dagger-shortlisted author of The Boy at the Door.         

Have you seen Lucia Blix?

Lucia went home from school for a playdate with her new 
friend Josie. Later that evening, Lucia’s mother dropped 
her overnight things round and kissed her little girl 
goodnight. 

That was the last time she saw her daughter.

The next morning, when Lucia’s dad arrived to pick her 
up, the house was empty. No furniture, no family, no 
Lucia.

In Playdate, Alex Dahl puts a microscope on a seemingly 
average, seemingly happy family plunged into a life-altering 
situation. Who has taken their daughter, and why?

Fiction/Thriller

Playdate
Alex Dahl

JULY 2020 • HOZ / THRILLER • 228x145mm • 320pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781789544077 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789544084 £14.99 • E 9781789544022 • Audio 9781838936853

‘Unsettling, layered, bold, 
unpredictable... excellent.’

Will Dean 

‘Gripping... keeps the  
reader on tenterhooks.’

Sunday Times

ALEX DAHL is a half-American, half-Norwegian author. 
Born in Oslo, she studied Russian and German linguistics 
with international studies, then went on to complete an 
MA in creative writing at Bath Spa University and an MSc 
in business management at Bath University. A committed 
Francophile, Alex loves to travel, and has so far lived in 
Moscow, Paris, Stuttgart, Sandefjord, Switzerland, Bath 
and London. Her first thriller, The Boy at the Door, was a 
Sunday Times Crime Club star pick and was shortlisted for 
the CWA Debut Dagger.

  alexdahlauthor
  @alexdahlauthor  @authoralex©
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‘You might think you 
know the story, but you 
don’t, you only know the 
half of it. Lieutenant John 
Dunbar’s transformation 
into a man called Dances 
with Wolves won seven 
Academy Awards when 
adapted into a movie in 
1990, but Blake’s story 
of the American frontier 
didn’t stop there. Here is 
the whole story.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher

The book that inspired the epic movie, Dances with 
Wolves, and its sequel, The Holy Road, together in one 
volume for the first time.

1863. The last occupant of Fort Sedgewick, Lieutenant 
John Dunbar watches over the American frontier. A 
thousand miles back East, his comrades are locked in 
battle with the Confederates, but out here he is alone...

His desolate posting will bring him into contact with the 
lords of the southern plains – the Comanche. He has no 
knowledge of their customs but Dunbar is intrigued by these 
people and begins a transformation from which emerges a 
different man... a man called Dances With Wolves.

In The Holy Road, it is now 1874 and times are hard for 
the Plains Indians. The white man is closing in from 
all directions, claiming land, driving the tribes on to 
reservations. Should the Comanche fight or make peace? 
Misunderstanding and duplicity leads to atrocities on both 
sides that can have only one conclusion. The man that was 
John Dunbar must go to war again...

Fiction

Dances with Wolves 
The Complete Epic
Michael Blake

JULY 2020 • HOZ / FICTION • 228x145mm • 700pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838935894 £18.99 • E 9781838935931

MICHAEL BLAKE was born on July 5, 1945 at Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina. He wrote Dances With Wolves in 
1988 and at Kevin Costner’s request adapted his novel 
into the screenplay that became the 1990 film, winning 
seven Oscars, including Best Picture and Best Screenplay. 
Internationally acclaimed for his humanitarian work on 
behalf of Native Americans and America’s wild horses, 
Blake’s sequel to Dances With Wolves, The Holy Road, 
was published in 2001 and he was working on a third 
instalment when he died in 2015.
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‘This isn’t a world where 
the remnants of the 
ancients are confined 
to buried temples and 
forgotten woods. They’re 
everywhere: vast ruined 
cities, crashed skyships, 
and smoking craters still 
littering the landscape, 
with the people of the 
present day living and 
scavenging amid the 
wreckage – less Lord of the 
Rings and more a fantasy 
Mad Max.’

Django Wexler

The first book in a new epic fantasy series from the 
author of the Shadow Campaigns series.

Long ago, a magical war destroyed an empire, and a new 
one was built in its ashes. But still the old grudges simmer, 
and two siblings will fight on opposite sides to save their 
world in the start of Django Wexler’s new epic fantasy 
trilogy.

Gyre hasn’t seen his beloved sister since their parents sold 
her to the mysterious Twilight Order. Now, twelve years 
after her disappearance, Gyre’s sole focus is revenge, and 
he’s willing to risk anything and anyone to claim enough 
power to destroy the Order.

Chasing rumours of a fabled city protecting a powerful 
artifact, Gyre comes face-to-face with his lost sister. But 
she isn’t who she once was. Trained to be a warrior, Maya 
wields magic for the Twilight Order’s cause. Standing on 
opposite sides of a looming civil war, the two siblings will 
learn that not even the ties of blood will keep them from 
splitting the world in two.

Fiction/Fantasy

Ashes of the Sun
Django Wexler

JULY 2020 • AD ASTRA / FANTASY • 228x145mm • 464pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781788543149 £20.00 • XTPB 9781788543156 £14.99 • E 9781788543132

‘Wexler is a master  
of high fantasy.’

S.M. Stirling 

‘The best sort  
of fantasy.’

Robyn Bennis 

DJANGO WEXLER is the author of the Shadow 
Campaigns novels. He graduated from Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh with degrees in creative writing 
and computer science, and worked for the university in 
artificial intelligence research. He is also the author of the 
middle-grade fantasy novels, The Forbidden Library, The Mad 
Apprentice, and The Palace of Glass.

djangowexler.com
  AuthorDjangoWexler   @DjangoWexler
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‘This is truly a dream 
assignment, maybe the 
premier opportunity in 
the thriller world. And 
on a personal level, it’s 
such a special honor. I’ve 
been a Robert Ludlum fan 
since I was a teenager, so 
having the opportunity to 
continue his legacy is one 
of the most amazing things 
to happen to me in my 
publishing career.’

Brian Freeman

America’s most enduring hero, Jason Bourne, returns 
– with old skills and new plot twists – in an explosive 
addition to the Bourne canon.

After the death of his wife in a mass shooting, secret 
agent Jason Bourne is convinced that there is more to her 
murder than it seems. Worse, he believes that the agency 
that trained him is behind the killing. Bourne goes rogue, 
leaving Treadstone behind and taking on a new mission to 
infiltrate and expose an anarchist group, Medusa.

But when a congresswoman is assassinated in New York, 
Bourne is framed for the crime, and he finds himself 
alone and on the run. In his quest to stay one step ahead 
of his enemies, Bourne teams up with a journalist, Abbey 
Laurent, to figure out who was behind the frame-up, and 
to learn as much as he can about the ever-growing threat 
of the mysterious Medusa group. As more and more 
enemies begin to hunt Bourne, it’s a race against the clock 
to discover who led him into a trap... and what their next 
move may be.

Fiction/Thriller

Robert Ludlum’sTM 
The Bourne Evolution
Brian Freeman

 JULY 2020 • HOZ / THRILLER • 228x145mm • 416pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781789546491 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789546514 £14.99 • E 9781789546521

‘Watch your back 007, 
Bourne is out to get you.’

Sunday Times

‘Violent and breathless 
action... great, OTT fun.’

Irish Times

BRIAN FREEMAN writes psychological thrillers that 
have been sold in 46 countries and 22 languages. His 
novel Spilled Blood won the award for Best Hardcover Novel 
in the annual Thriller Awards, and his novel The Burying 
Place was a finalist for the same award. Other winners 
of this award have included authors Lisa Gardner, John 
Sandford, and Stephen King.

bfreemanbooks.com
  @bfreemanbooks   bfreemanbooks
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‘Beobrand is like an old 
friend, but with each novel 
I discover new aspects to 
his character as he travels 
through the history of 
the seventh century. In 
Fortress of Fury, Beobrand 
is stretched to the limit as 
Bebbanburg is besieged, 
and he has to confront old 
enemies and struggle with 
a forbidden passion that 
threatens to destroy him 
and the kingdom.’

Matthew Harffy

Beobrand is besieged in the action-packed instalment 
in the Bernicia Chronicles set in ad 647 Anglo-Saxon 
Britain.

War hangs heavy in the hot summer air as Penda of Mercia 
and his allies march into the north. Caught unawares, the 
Bernician forces are besieged within the great fortress of 
Bebbanburg.

It falls to Beobrand to mount the defence of the 
stronghold, but even while the battle rages, old and 
powerful enemies have mobilised against him, seeking 
vengeance for past events.

As the Mercian forces tighten their grip and unknown 
killers close in, Beobrand finds himself in a struggle with 
conflicting oaths and the dreadful pull of a forbidden love 
that threatens to destroy everything he holds dear.

With the future of Northumbria in jeopardy, will 
Beobrand be able to withstand the powers that beset him 
and find a path to victory against all the odds?

Fiction/Historical

Fortress of Fury
Matthew Harffy

JULY 2020 • ARIES / HISTORICAL • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
HB 9781786696342 £18.99 • ANZTPB 9781786696359 £14.99 • E 9781786696397

MATTHEW HARFFY grew up in Northumberland where 
the rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had 
a huge impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire with his 
wife and their two daughters.

matthewharffy.com
  MatthewHarffyAuthor   @MatthewHarffy
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‘Pike Logan is fictional, 
but he is real. Before I 
continue, a caveat: I am 
not Pike Logan. I have had 
the honor of serving with 
many, many Pike Logans, 
but I am not he. I held 
the title of commander, 
and went through all of 
the same training, did the 
same operations, but there 
is a level of talent that no 
training can imbue. It’s just 
there. That’s Pike Logan, 
and trust me, he’s real.’

Brad Taylor

A blistering thriller from New York Times bestselling 
author and former Special Forces Officer Brad Taylor.

Pike Logan and the Taskforce were once apex predators, 
an unrivaled hunting machine that decimated those out  
to harm the USA, but they may have met their match.

While Pike is preparing to join a counter-terrorist mission 
in South America, a friend is killed in South Carolina. 
The authorities believe it was an accident, but Pike 
suspects the attack was meant as a message to him.

When he loses contact with the team in South America, 
Pike becomes convinced the Taskforce is under attack. His 
men are the closest thing to family he has, which means he 
will do anything – even ignore direct orders to stand down 
– to find them. 

Fiction/Thriller

Hunter Killer
Brad Taylor

BRAD TAYLOR is a retired lieutenant colonel and a 
twenty-one-year veteran of the US Army Infantry and 
Special Forces, including eight years with the 1st Special 
Forces Operational Detachment-Delta, popularly known 
as Delta Force.  
 
He retired in 2010 after serving more than two decades 
and participating in Operation Enduring Freedom and 
Operation Iraqi Freedom, as well as classified operations 
around the globe. 

bradtaylorbooks.com
  BradTaylorBooks   @BradTaylorBooks
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‘A good thriller needs a 
great villain and no one 
does a better antagonist 
than Ethan Cross.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher

To stop a monster, you must embrace one. Ethan 
Cross’s Shepherd novels conjure one of the most 
compelling cop versus killer confrontations in the  
pages of crime and thriller fiction. 

Marcus Williams and Francis Ackerman Jr. are both 
killers. But while Williams is tortured by the deaths he  
has caused, Ackerman takes pleasure in his murders. 

Williams is a former New York City homicide detective.

Ackerman is a serial killer. 

And both men are about to become unwilling pawns 
in a conspiracy that reaches to the highest levels of US 
government. They will be plunged deep into a hellish 
underworld of murderers and killers. They will find that 
there is more that connects them than divides them…  
and that their lives depend on it.

Fiction/Thriller

The Shepherd  
Thrillers
Ethan Cross

ETHAN CROSS is the international bestselling author of 
The Shepherd, The Cage, and Callsign: Knight. His latest, The 
Prophet has been described by bestselling author Jon Land 
as ‘The best book of its kind since Thomas Harris retired 
Hannibal Lecter’ while #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
Lisa Gardner said, ‘The surprises are fast and furious and 
will leave you breathless to read more’.
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ethancross.com
  EthanCrossBooks

 @EthanCrossBooks
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‘I wanted to write about 
women resisting emotional 
work – particularly the 
caretaking of men. The 
male characters initially 
view magic dolls and 
women as interchangeable; 
they’re inspiration, or 
emotional crutches. 
Persephone striving to 
make dolls of her own 
is a rejection of those 
expectations and a fight for 
her own interior life.’

Kate Mascarenhas

A dazzling mix of crime, romance, magic and myth from 
the acclaimed author of The Psychology of Time Travel.

The Kendrick family have been making world-famous dolls 
since the early 1800s. But their dolls aren’t coveted for the 
craftsmanship alone. Each one has a specific emotion laid 
on it by its creator. A magic that can make you feel bucolic 
bliss or consuming paranoia at a single touch. Though 
founded by sisters, now only men may know the secrets  
of the workshop. 

Persephone Kendrick longs to break tradition and learn 
the family craft, and when a handsome stranger arrives 
claiming doll-making talent and a blood tie to the 
Kendricks, she sees a chance to grasp all she desires.

But then, one night, the family’s most valuable doll is 
stolen. Only someone with knowledge of magic could  
have taken her. Only a Kendrick could have committed 
this crime…

Fiction

The Thief on  
the Winged Horse
Kate Mascarenhas

AUGUST 2020 • HOZ / FICTION • 210x130mm • 400pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781789543810 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789543827 £14.99 • E 9781789543803

‘Witty, inventive and unflashily wise  
about human hearts.’

Guardian 

‘Breathtakingly tender and  
wryly understated.’

New York Times 

KATE MASCARENHAS is a part-Irish, part-Seychellois 
midlander. Since 2017, Kate has been a chartered 
psychologist. Before that she worked as a copywriter, a 
dolls’ house maker, and a bookbinder. She lives with her 
husband in a small terraced house which she is slowly 
filling with Sindy dolls. Her first novel, The Psychology  
of Time Travel, was published by Head of Zeus in 2018  
to wide acclaim. This is her second novel.
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‘May we introduce you  
to a phenomenon? 
Everything about this 
writer is unique. Fitzek’s 
mind-altering plots, 
stadium-filling reading 
tours, the sheer quantity of 
books he sells in Europe 
have no comparators.  
Take a deep breath and 
step into his world.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher

F.I.T.Z.E.K: Fear, Imagination, Tension, Zeitgeist, 
Excitement, from the King of crime fiction.

Emma’s the one that got away. 

The only survivor of a killer known in the tabloids as ‘the 
barber’ – because of the trophies he takes from his victims. 

Or she thinks she was. 

The police aren’t convinced. Nor is her husband. She 
never even saw her tormentor properly, but now she 
recognises him in every man.

Questioning her sanity, she gives up her job as a doctor in 
the local hospital and retreats from the world. It is better 
to stay at home. Quiet. Anonymous. Safe. He won’t find 
her here. 

And all she did was take a parcel for a neighbour. 

She has no idea what she’s let into her home.

Fiction/Thriller

The Package
Sebastian Fitzek  
Translated by Jamie Bulloch

SEBASTIAN FITZEK. Since his 2006 debut, every 
single one of Fitzek’s thrillers have hit the German Top 
10. Seven of them went to number one and two of them 
stayed on the bestseller list for a whole year. To date he 
has sold 11 million books, a million audiobooks and his 
reading tours fill stadiums. Fitzek has a law PhD and 
before he became a writing phenomenon, he worked for a 
radio station. He lives in Berlin with his family. 
 
JAMIE BULLOCH is a British historian and translator.

sebastianfitzek.de
  sebastianfitzek.de   @SebastianFitzek

  sebastianfitzek
AUGUST 2020 • HOZ / THRILLER • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH

HB 9781838934477 £16.99 • XTPB 9781838934484 £14.99 • E 9781838934507
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‘As much fun as it  
was to tear down an 
interstellar civilisation, it’s 
been even better bringing 
my five favourite heroes 
together to punch space 
Nazis in the ruins and 
work through their many, 
many personal issues.’

John Birmingham

Space opera on an epic scale – as it should be. Part two 
of a violently energetic and energetically entertaining 
three-part mil-SF extravaganza. 

Centuries after they were defeated and exiled to Dark 
Space, the Sturm have returned. Disgusted by the new 
technologies humankind have come to depend on,  
they intend to liberate us, by force if necessary.

With their advanced tech rendered null by the Sturm’s 
attack, humanity faces certain annihilation. Their only 
hope lies with a few brave souls who survived the initial 
onslaught: the Commander of the Royal Armadalen 
Navy’s only surviving warship; a soldier sentenced to die; 
a young royal, forced to flee when her home planet is 
overrun and her entire family executed; the leader of an 
outlaw band, and the infamous hero of the first war with 
the Sturm hundreds of years ago.

If they are to stand any chance of survival, these five heroes 
must shed their modern technology and become the 
enemy. Their resistance might be humanity’s only hope. 

Fiction/Science Fiction

The Shattered Skies
John Birmingham

AUGUST 2020 • AD ASTRA / SCIENCE FICTION • 228x145mm • 544pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781789545951 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789545968 £14.99 • E 9781789545944

‘Twists, sharp turns,  
and fateful encounters will 

 keep readers guessing.’
Publishers Weekly

‘Frenetic action viewed in  
a black fun-house mirror.’

Kirkus Reviews

JOHN BIRMINGHAM was born in Liverpool, United 
Kingdom, but grew up in Ipswich, Queensland, Australia. 
Between writing books he contributes to a wide range 
of newspapers and magazines on topics as diverse as 
biotechnology and national security. He lives on top of a 
hill with his wife, daughter, son, two cats, and two dogs.

cheeseburgergothic.com
  JohnBirminghamBooks   @johnbirmingham
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‘Lorenzo the Magnificent 
and Leonardo da Vinci: 
two fantastic characters, 
two men who would 
change the world. How 
could I resist telling 
their stories? That’s what 
Medici: Supremacy is 
about! Along the way, 
readers will discover 
the story of the Italian 
Renaissance and, probably, 
the bloodiest conspiracy 
of all time: The Pazzi 
Conspiracy.’

Matteo Strukul

The second instalment in a prize-winning series charting 
the rise of the House of Medici as they become Masters 
of Florence and progenitors of the Renaissance.

Florence, 1469. The Medici family is preparing for the 
marriage of its son and heir Lorenzo. His heart belongs  
to another, but this union will strengthen the alliance with 
a powerful Roman family. 

Torn between love and power, the bounties and the 
compromises of governing, Lorenzo has become 
complacent. He has forgotten the bloody path he forged 
on his ascent to power, and the enemies left in his wake.

When the family's historical enemies and shadowy 
new conspirators put their bloody plot into action, the 
consequences will be terrible. In order to protect their 
supremacy, the Medici will enact a violent vengeance  
from which few will be spared. 

Fiction/Historical

Medici: Supremacy
Matteo Strukul  
Translated by Richard McKenna

AUGUST 2020 • HOZ / HISTORICAL • 228x145mm • 448pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781786692139 £18.99 • XTPB 9781786692146 £14.99 • E 9781786692122 • Audio 9781838936976

‘One of the most important new  
voices in Italian crime fiction.’

Joe R. Lansdale 

‘Strukul has a brilliant style  
and a rare imagination.’

Tim Willocks 

MATTEO STRUKUL was born in Padua in 1973 and has 
a PhD in European law. His novels are published in twenty 
countries. He writes for the cultural section of Venerdì di 
Repubblica and lives with his wife in Padua, Berlin and 
Transylvania. 

RICHARD MCKENNA is a British translator. Originally 
from Yorkshire, he now lives in Rome. 

matteostrukul.com
  matteo.strukul   @MatteoStrukul

  matteostrukul©
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‘Melding noir with the 
fantasy genre, this is rather 
a clever read, one which 
feels prescient for our 
reality.’

SciFiNow

The dazzling second novel in an upmarket fantasy trilogy 
about murder, politics, and the power of stories. 

Detective Cora Gorderheim has found the man who 
strangled the Wayward storyteller. But he was just a small 
part of a much bigger tale. Someone powerful ordered a 
murder on Cora’s patch. That someone still lurks in the 
shadows. But as she continues her investigations, Cora  
is warned not to pry into the great and good of Fenest.

Too stubborn to know better, Cora keeps digging and 
begins to piece together a conspiracy that reaches from  
the gutter dwellers of the Union of Realms right to the 
top: the Chambers. 

As the Audience hear the Torn and Perlish tales, Cora 
realises she must return to her own story, to its very 
beginning, if she’s going to have any say in its end.

Fiction/Fantasy

The Stitcher  
and the Mute
D.K. Fields

AUGUST 2020 • AD ASTRA / FANTASY • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
HB 9781789542523 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789542530 £14.99 • E 9781789542516

‘An utterly absorbing tale set  
in a fascinating world.’

Mick Finlay

‘If you love storytelling,  
you’ll love this.’
Simon Morden 

D.K. FIELDS is the pseudonym for the writing 
partnership of novelists David Towsey and Katherine 
Stansfield. The couple are originally from the south-west 
of England, and now live in Cardiff. Widow’s Welcome, the 
first book in the Tales of Fenest trilogy, is also published 
by Head of Zeus.

  @dkfields1
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‘The Norfolk coastline 
has fascinated me since 
childhood. When I 
discovered that it was hit 
by a terrible storm surge 
in 1953, causing flooding, 
destruction and death, I 
felt this novel take shape. 
My characters’ lives are 
turned upside down by 
the repercussions of this 
terrifying night.’

Zoë Somerville

An atmospheric literary thriller set in north Norfolk 
in the shadow of the Cold War, in which a love triangle 
turns murderous.

Summer, 1952. Verity Frost, stranded on her family farm 
on the Norfolk coast, is caught between two worlds: the 
devotion of her childhood friend Arthur, just returned 
from National Service, and a strange new desire to escape 
it all. Arthur longs to escape too, but only with Verity by 
his side. 

Into their world steps Jack, a charismatic American pilot 
flying secret reconnaissance missions off the North Sea 
coast. But where Verity sees adventure and glamour, 
Arthur sees only deception. As the water levels rise to 
breaking point, this tangled web of secrets, lies and passion 
will bring about a crime that will change everything.

Taking the epic real-life North Sea flood as its focus,  
The Night of the Flood is at once a passionate love story, an 
atmospheric thriller, and a portrait of a distinctive place  
in a time of radical social change.

Fiction

The Night  
of the Flood
Zoë Somerville

SEPTEMBER 2020 • HOZ / FICTION • 228x145mm • 352pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838934606 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838934613 £14.99 • E 9781838934637

ZOË SOMERVILLE is a writer and English teacher. 
Having lived all over the world – Japan, France, 
Washington – she now lives in Bath with her family. After 
completing a creative writing MA at Bath Spa, Zoë started 
writing her debut novel, which is inspired by her home 
county, Norfolk, and the devastating North Sea flood of 
the 1950s.

  @zessomerville©
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‘You can’t write a crime 
series set in Essex without 
including the county’s 
biggest, loudest export: 
reality stars! I wanted to 
take one of those cheeky 
chappies off the telly and 
turn his life upside down, 
providing thrills and chills 
along the way. Welcome to 
my book, babes.’

M.K. Hill

The second thriller in the sharp, funny and moving 
Sasha Dawson series, named by The Times as a crime 
book of the month.

Three years ago, Danny ‘Abs’ Abbingdon, star of Laid in 
Essex!, was living the dream. And then, on the night of the 
party, everything changed. 

It was supposed to be an intimate gathering. Just a few 
close friends in a remote cottage in Wales. But one thing 
led to another and the party spiralled out of control. Then 
a local girl was reported missing, presumed dead. Abs and 
his friends had been the last to see her alive. 

No-one was ever charged, but the controversy destroyed 
Abs’ career. So now, three years later, the celebrity 
who once captured the hearts of millions is opening 
Southend’s new branch of Poundland. But new evidence, 
discovered by DI Sasha Dawson and Essex police, is about 
to come to light. Evidence which might clear Abs’ name – 
or send him down for murder...

Fiction/Crime

The Woman  
in the Wood
M.K. Hill

SEPTEMBER 2020 • HOZ / CRIME • 228x145mm • 368pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781788548304 £18.99 • XTPB 9781788548311 £14.99 • E 9781788548335

‘Sharp, funny, moving and  
tremendously exciting.’

The Times

‘Absorbing and twisty.’
Mark Edwards

M.K. HILL was a journalist and an award-winning music 
radio producer before becoming a full-time writer. The 
first novel in the Sasha Dawson series, The Bad Place, was 
described as ‘everything a police procedural should be’ by 
The Times, who also named it as their crime book of the 
month. He lives in London.

markhillauthor.com
  MarkHillAuthor   @markhillwriter

  markhillwriter
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‘A serial killer with a 
strong sense of justice, 
the support of the public 
and a hell of a lot of style 

– what’s not to love? Fate 
carries on the masterful 
cat-and-mouse game 
started in Death Notice, 
keeping readers on edge 
from bloody start to twisty 
dénouement.’

Clare Gordon,  
Editor

The second part in the Death Notice trilogy, chosen by 
the Sunday Times as one of their 100 Best Crime & 
Thriller Books since 1945.

After the death of ‘Eumenides’, a former police student 
who was sending ‘death notices’ to unpunished criminals 
before brutally murdering them, the Chengdu Police 
Department assumed that the killing spree would stop. 
But the murders continue, leading the 4/18 task force to 
the terrifying truth: Eumenides had a protégé.

Captain Pei Tao and his task force redouble their efforts 
to catch this new opponent, but relationships become 
fraught. Can they trust each other?

The Death Notice series is a Chinese crime-writing 
phenomenon: a fast-paced cat-and-mouse thriller that adds 
an exhilarating new gear to the police procedural.

Fiction/Crime

Fate: Death Notice II
Zhou Haohui

SEPTEMBER 2020 • HOZ / CRIME • 228x145mm • 560pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838930806 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838930813 £14.99 • E 9781838930790

‘A full on thriller from start to finish... 
the ending is pure poetry.’

Nudge Books 

‘Fiendishly inventive.’
Wall Street Journal

ZHOU HAOHUI was born in 1977 and lives in Yangzhou 
City, Jiangsu Province. His Death Notice trilogy is China’s 
bestselling crime series. An online TV drama based on the 
novels has received more than 2.4 billion views, making it 
one of China’s most popular online shows ever.

  ZhouHaohui
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‘In case you were 
wondering, an attack 
surface is the total sum  
of vulnerabilities that  
can be exploited to carry 
out a cyberattack. Attack 
surfaces can be physical  
or digital.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher 
 

Returning to the world of Little Brother and Homeland, 
Attack Surface takes us five minutes into the future, to 
a world where everything is connected and everyone is 
vulnerable. 

Masha Maximow has made some bad choices in life — 
choices that hurt people. But she’s also made some pretty 
decent ones. In the log file of life, however, she can’t quite 
work out which side of the ledger she currently stands.

Masha works for Xoth Intelligence, an InfoSec company 
upgrading the Slovstakian Interior Ministry’s ability to spy 
on its citizens’ telecommunications with state-of-the-art 
software (at least, as state-of-the-art as Xoth is prepared to 
offer in its middle-upper pricing tier).

Can you offset a day-job helping repressive regimes spy on 
their citizens with a nighttime hobby where you help those 
same citizens evade detection? Masha is about to find out.

Pacy, passionate, and as current as next week, Attack 
Surface is a paean to activism, to courage, to the drive to 
make the world a better place.

Fiction/Science Fiction

Attack Surface
Cory Doctorow

CORY DOCTOROW is a science fiction author, activist, 
journalist and blogger – the co-editor of Boing Boing and 
the author of many books: In Real Life, a graphic novel; 
Information Doesn’t Want to Be Free, a book about earning 
a living in the Internet age; and Homeland, the award-
winning, bestselling sequel to the 2008 YA novel Little 
Brother. Cory has been on the frontline of international 
debates on privacy, copyright and freedom of information 
for over a decade.
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craphound.com   @doctorow

‘Everything we've come  
to expect from Cory  
Doctorow and more.’

William Gibson 

‘One of our most  
important science  

fiction writers.’
Kim Stanley Robinson
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‘An addictive novel to be 
devoured in one sitting.’

Sunday Express



‘An astonishing book set 
in a Victorian London 
plagued by Jack the 
Ripper... I’d be amazed 
if it isn’t dominating the 
shortlists come next year’s 
awards season.’

M.W. Craven, author of  
The Puppet Show 

A brilliantly dark historical crime novel with a masterful 
hook: what would you do if you thought your husband 
was Jack the Ripper?

London, 1888: Susannah rushes into marriage to a young 
and wealthy surgeon. After a passionate honeymoon, she 
returns home with her new husband wrapped around her 
little finger. But then everything changes.

Thomas’s behaviour becomes increasingly volatile and 
violent. He stays out all night, returning home bloodied 
and full of secrets. The gentle caresses she enjoyed on her 
wedding night are now just a honeyed memory.

When the first woman is murdered in Whitechapel, 
Susannah’s interest is piqued. But as she follows the 
reports of the ongoing hunt for the killer, her mind takes 
her down the darkest path imaginable. Every time Thomas 
stays out late, another victim is found dead. 

Is it coincidence? Or is her husband the man they call  
Jack the Ripper?

Fiction/Crime

People of  
Abandoned Character
Clare Whitfield

OCTOBER 2020 • HOZ / CRIME • 228x145mm • 384pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES 
HB 9781838932732 £14.99 • XTPB 9781838932749 £12.99 • E 9781838932800

CLARE WHITFIELD is a UK based writer living in a 
suburb where the main cultural landmark is a home store/
Starbucks combo. She is the wife of a tattoo artist, mother 
of a small benign dictator and relies on a black Labrador 
for emotional stability. She has been a dancer, copywriter, 
amateur fire breather, buyer and mediocre weight lifter. 
This is her first novel.

 @whitfield_riley



‘I spent part of my 
childhood in the Four 
Streets, and its people and 
stories have never left me. 
The characters were larger 
than life, and everywhere 
you looked there were 
secrets, triumphs, and 
disaster always lurking 
around the corner. I 
couldn’t stay away.’

Nadine Dorries

The new heart-stopping instalment in the Four Streets 
saga, from the Sunday Times bestseller Nadine Dorries.

Christmas is coming to the Four Streets. But so is trouble. 
In the biting cold there is no work for the men on the 
docks, no food for their tough, resilient womenfolk to put 
on the table. Children go hungry. What wouldn’t their 
mothers give for just one cuppa?

News comes of a tramp steamer making its slow way 
through the thick yellow fog of the Mersey. Ready for the 
men of the Four Streets to siphon off some of its precious 
cargo: tea, cigarettes, rum, rice, bananas and dried fruit, 
treasure to store in lucky shed 7 with its broken lock, 
before being shared out between hungry families.

There’s just one problem. Copper Frank ‘The Skank’ 
Wright and his wife are moving into Tommy and Maura 
Doherty’s old house and Frank is out for some high-
profile arrests. Meanwhile, Tommy and Maura have heard 
the news and are on their way home from Ireland. There is 
always drama on the Four Streets. Especially at Christmas.

Fiction/Saga

Christmas on  
the Four Streets
Nadine Dorries

OCTOBER 2020 • HOZ / SAGA • 228x145mm / 198x129mm • 512pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES 
HB 9781838939069 £18.99 • ANZTPB 9781800240445 £14.99 • PB 9781838939076 £8.99 • E 9781838939052

‘Engaging... cinematic... 
powerful.’
The Times

‘An addictive novel to be 
devoured in one sitting.’

Sunday Express

NADINE DORRIES grew up in a working-class family 
in Liverpool. She spent part of her childhood living on 
a farm with her grandmother, and attended school in a 
small remote village in the west of Ireland. She trained as 
a nurse, then followed with a successful career in which 
she established and then sold her own business. She is an 
MP, presently serving as Parliamentary Under Secretary of 
State in the Department of Health and Social Care, and 
has three daughters.

nadinedorries.co.uk
  nadinedorriesauthor   @nadinedorries

  nadinedorriesmp©
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‘As readers of the Three-
Body trilogy will know, it 
is the sheer scale of Cixin 
Liu’s SF that sets him 
apart – a scale that is just 
as apparent in his short 
stories as his novels.  
Here space-time is 
shredded as star fleets 
engage on a battlefront 
10,000 light years across; 
migrants move though 
time, searching for a better 
world; World War III 
ignites.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher

From the author of The Three-Body Problem,  
a collection of award-winning short stories – a breath-
taking selection of diamond-hard science fiction.

Stories included are:

1. The Village Teacher

2. The Time Migration

3. 2018-04-01

4. Fire in the Earth

5. Contraction

6. Mirror

7. Ode to Joy

8. Full Spectrum Barrage Jamming

9. Sea of Dreams

10. Cloud of Poems

11. The Thinker

Fiction/Science Fiction

Hold Up the Sky
Cixin Liu

OCTOBER 2020 • AD ASTRA / SCIENCE FICTION • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838937607 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838937614 £14.99 • E 9781838937638

CIXIN LIU is China’s #1 SF writer and author of The 
Three-Body Problem – the first ever translated novel to win a 
Hugo Award. Prior to becoming a writer, Liu worked as an 
engineer in a power plant in Yangquan.
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‘In my supernatural 
novels, I have always 
avoided writing about 
such well-worn threats as 
ghosts and vampires and 
werewolves and zombies 
– especially ghosts. So it 
was a fascinating challenge 
to create a thriller about 
an old house haunted by 
something utterly different 
and twice as frightening.’

Graham Masterton

The chilling return of the Master of Horror.

Graham Masterton is one of the horror genre’s most 
celebrated and popular writers. Now, after eight years 
writing crime fiction, he is back with this terrifying novel 
about a haunted house on Dartmoor. 

All Hallows Hall, a rambling Tudor mansion on the edge 
of the bleak, misty moor is not a place many would choose 
to live. Yet the former Governor of Dartmoor Prison did 
just that. Now he’s dead, and his estranged family are set 
to inherit his estate. 

But when the dead man’s family come to stay, the 
atmosphere of the moors seems to drift into every room. 
Floorboards creak, secret passageways echo, and wind 
whistles in the house’s famous priest hole. And then, on 
the morning the family decide to leave All Hallows Hall 
once and for all, their young son Timmy goes missing...

Fiction/Horror

The House of  
a Hundred Whispers
Graham Masterton

OCTOBER 2020 • HOZ / HORROR • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781789544244 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789544251 £14.99 • E 9781789544237 • Audio 9781838937249

‘A true master of horror.’
James Herbert

‘Original and frightening.’
Peter James

GRAHAM MASTERTON trained as a newspaper reporter 
before starting his career as an author. His first bestseller 
was The Manitou, a horror novel about a Native American 
spirit that was adapted into a film starring Tony Curtis. He 
is also the author of the Katie Maguire crime series, which 
became a top-ten bestseller in 2012. He has sold over a 
million copies worldwide, and has been named ‘a true 
master of horror’ by the late, great James Herbert.

grahammasterton.co.uk
  @GrahamMasterton

  GrahamMasterton
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‘Bruen is one of Ireland’s 
most original voices in 
crime fiction, with his 
stunning, poetic look at 
the shadowy side of life. 
His precise, skeletal, yet 
strangely lyrical prose, 
unorthodox wordplay, 
dark-as-sin humour and 
wonderful evocation of 
the country and its people 
have carried this long-
running series to triumph 
after triumph.’

Crime Review 

The new Jack Taylor novel from the ‘Godfather of Irish 
noir’. In Galway, no one can hear you grieve.

Jack Taylor. 

He’s the world’s worst detective. Cases get solved not 
because of him, but despite him.

He’s an alcoholic, an addict, rude, obnoxious.

And in very bad shape.

And yet...

He gets the job done... somehow, and he desperately wants 
to connect even though he’d never admit it. 

But now,

He’s getting old. Losing his hearing. Has a limp.

You ask,

Jesus, how much longer can he go on?

Indeed.

Fiction/Crime

A Galway Epiphany
Ken Bruen

OCTOBER 2020 • HOZ / CRIME • 228x145mm • 336pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781838939328 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838939335 £14.99 • E 9781838939311

‘Grimly hilarious and 
gloriously Irish.’
Washington Post

‘It shouldn’t work, but  
it does, delightfully.’

The Times 

KEN BRUEN received a doctorate in metaphysics, taught 
English in South Africa, and then became a crime novelist. 
The critically acclaimed author of fourteen previous Jack 
Taylor novels and The White Trilogy, he is the recipient of 
two Barry Awards, and two Shamus Awards and has twice 
been a finalist for the Edgar Award.
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‘I want to welcome you 
all back into the Sword of 
Truth world with many 
of the characters besides 
Richard and Kahlan, such 
as the Mord-Sith, that we 
have come to love. Learn 
what the star shift has 
done to their world and 
what monsters now lurk 
in shadows. I promise an 
arresting, beautiful, and 
sometimes tragic adventure 
that will keep you glued to 
this irresistible story.’

Terry Goodkind

Richard Rahl and Kahlan Amnell confront an 
apocalyptic nightmare. An irresistibly tense, utterly 
terrifying, near-thousand-page return to Goodkind’s 
26-million-copy bestselling world. 

The insatiable hunger of Golden Goddess... 

The irresistible power of a Witch’s Oath... 

A fracture in the world of life... 

An opening in the world of death... 

Richard Rahl and Kahlan Amnell face the perfect storm.

The Children of D’Hara picks up immediately after the 
conclusion of the Sword of Truth series. Originally 
written as a serial novel, The Children of D’Hara collects the 
first five episodes into one blockbusting, breathtakingly 
compelling volume.

Fiction/Fantasy

The Children of D’Hara
Terry Goodkind

NOVEMBER 2020 • AD ASTRA / FANTASY • 228x145mm • 912pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781789541335 £18.99 • XTPB 9781789541342 £14.99 • E 9781789541328

TERRY GOODKIND is a #1 New York Times bestselling 
author. His Sword of Truth series has sold over 20 million 
copies. Before writing full-time, Terry worked as a wildlife 
artist, a cabinetmaker and a violin maker. He writes 
thrillers as well as epic fantasy and lives in the desert  
in Nevada.

terrygoodkind.com
  terrygoodkind   @terrygoodkind
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‘Kristin is a masterful 
storyteller and The Key 
to the Fear is a brilliant 
dystopian thriller, told 
with a certain level of 
chilling believability that 
will have you whipping 
through the pages.’ 

Hannah Smith, 
Editorial Director

For fans of Vox, The Power and The Handmaid’s Tale 
comes a dystopian novel set in a world where touching is 
forbidden, books are banned and The Key governs. 

Elodie obeys The Key. Elodie obeys the rules. Elodie trusts 
in the system. At least, Elodie used to… 

Aidan is a rebel. Aidan doesn’t do what he’s told. Aidan 
just wants to be free. Aidan is on his last chance…

After a pandemic wiped out most of the human race, The 
Key took power. The Key dictate the rules. They govern in 
order to keep people safe. But as Elodie and Aidan begin 
to discover there is another side to The Key, they realise 
not everything is as it seems. 

Rather than playing protector, The Key are playing God. 

Fiction/Fantasy

The Key to the Fear
Kristin Cast

KRISTIN CAST is a #1 USA Today bestselling author 
and has spent over 150 weeks on the NYT bestseller list, 
peaking at #1. She teams up with her mother, P.C. Cast, to 
create the House of Night series. 

Kristin was born on an Air Force base in Japan and grew 
up in Oklahoma. After battling addiction, Kristin made 
her way to the Pacific Northwest and landed in Portland. 

infinitelyinteresting.com
  P.C. & Kristin Cast   @KCastAuthor

  kcastauthor
NOVEMBER 2020 • HOZ / FANTASY • 228x145mm • 416pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 

HB 9781838933982 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838933999 £14.99 • E 9781838933937
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‘Fitzek is the master 
manipulator. Page-by-page, 
he confounds expectations, 
ups the ante and pushes 
the boundaries. Expect to 
be blind-sided, terrified 
and, yes, horrified.’

Nicolas Cheetham,  
Publisher

On average 23 people a year disappear from the world’s 
cruise ships. They are written off as accidents or suicides. 
But what if they’re not? 

Five years ago, Martin Schwarz, a police psychologist, lost 
his wife and son. They were holidaying on a cruise ship 
when they simply vanished. A lacklustre investigation was 
unable to shed any light on what happened – murder-
suicide being the coroner’s verdict. It is a verdict that has 
haunted Martin ever since, blighting his life. But then he 
is contacted by an elderly woman, a writer, who claims to 
have information regarding their fate and wants him to 
come on board The Sultan of the Seas immediately. 

She explains that his wife and son are not the only mother 
and child pair to have disappeared. Only a few months ago 
another mother and daughter also vanished. She believes 
there may be a serial killer on board. 

But when the missing daughter reappears — carrying the 
teddy bear of Martin’s missing son — it becomes apparent 
that the truth could be much, much worse...

Fiction/Thriller

Passenger 23
Sebastian Fitzek
Translated by Jamie Bulloch

sebastianfitzek.de
  sebastianfitzek.de   @SebastianFitzek

  sebastianfitzek
NOVEMBER 2020 • HOZ / THRILLER • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH 

HB 9781838935795 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838935801 £14.99 • E 9781838934521
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SEBASTIAN FITZEK. Since his 2006 debut, every 
single one of Fitzek’s thrillers have hit the German Top 
10. Seven of them went to number one and two of them 
stayed on the bestseller list for a whole year. To date he 
has sold 11 million books, a million audiobooks and his 
reading tours fill stadiums. Fitzek has a law PhD and 
before he became a writing phenomenon, he worked for a 
radio station. He lives in Berlin with his family. 
 
JAMIE BULLOCH is a British historian and translator.



‘Into The Fire explores 
jealousy in relationships, 
playing out over a weekend 
celebration for a new tech 
business deal. But tech 
advancements bring even 
greater environmental 
waste, and the novel 
considers the fallout 
of public ambition as 
well as private desire. 
Throughout the weekend, 
both collide, becoming 
indistinguishable.’

Rachael Blok

Eleven guests. Three nights. One murderer... This is the 
haunting and atmospheric new thriller from rising star 
of crime fiction Rachael Blok.

In a crumbling old mansion in the English countryside, 
eleven people gather, each one famous in their field. They 
have been invited for a three-day house party, to celebrate 
the launch of a groundbreaking virtual reality game that 
promises to unite the worlds of technology, politics and 
the environment. 

DCI Marten Jansen has been summoned to join the house 
party. His instructions are to offer police protection in case 
of an outside attack. Instead, he finds simmering tensions, 
long-buried secrets – and a murderer in their midst... 

Rachael Blok is a rising star in crime fiction. Her novels 
blend elements of police procedural and psychological 
thriller, and she has won critical acclaim for her lyrical 
prose, ratcheting tension and atmosphere of foreboding.

Fiction/Crime

Into the Fire
Rachael Blok

‘A blistering mystery that 
kept me turning the pages.’

Erin Kelly

‘Deeply foreboding and 
utterly compelling.’

Irish Times 

RACHAEL BLOK grew up in Durham and now lives in 
St Albans, where her books are set. She studied Literature 
at Warwick University, and taught English at a London 
comprehensive before becoming a full-time writer. Her 
thrillers, Under the Ice and The Scorched Earth, have been 
widely acclaimed.

rachaelblok.com   @MsRachaelBlok

NOVEMBER 2020 • HOZ / CRIME • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH
HB 9781838931704 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838931711 £14.99 • E 9781838931735
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‘A.J. Smith embarks 
on another convincing, 
minutely detailed fantasy 
series, with otherworldly 
foes, convincing action 
sequences, vivid world-
building and fascinating 
magic. Best described as 
George R.R. Martin meets 
H.P. Lovecraft, The Glass 
Breaks is a fine example of 
British fantasy writing at 
its most entertaining.’

Guardian 

The second volume in a new trilogy from one of British 
fantasy’s most innovative voices. 

A man of the Dawn Claw will be the Always King. It will 
ever be so. They will always rule... but they will not always 
lead. 

Prince Oliver Dawn Claw, heir to the Kingdom of the 
Four Claws, is thrust into a world he doesn’t understand 
as he waits for his father to die. Away from home, with 
few allies, and too many enemies, he faces a new and 
otherworldly threat to the Eastron from beneath the sea. 
Alliances break and masks fall, as the Dark Brethren reveal 
their true master.

Meanwhile, Adeline Brand, called the Alpha Wolf, refuses 
to wait, and becomes the edge of the sword that swings 
back at the Dreaming God. Assembling allies and crushing 
resistance, she enters a fight she doesn’t know if she can 
win, as the sea begins to rise.

Fiction/Fantasy

The Sword Falls
A.J. Smith

DECEMBER 2020 • AD ASTRA / FANTASY • 228x145mm • 496pp • Rights: WORLD ENGLISH 
HB 9781786696922 £20.00 • XTPB 9781786696939 £14.99 • E 9781786696915

A.J. SMITH is the author of The Black Guard, The Dark 
Blood, The Red Prince and The World Raven and The Glass 
Breaks. He spent twelve years devising the series. When 
not writing fiction, he works in secondary education as a 
youth worker.

  @Smith23AJ

9 7



‘With A Time for Swords,  
I have picked up the 
gauntlet once again, taking 
the reader to the dawn 
of the Viking Age and 
the horrors of those first 
Norse raids. And, for the 
first time, I wrote the story 
in first person. Finding 
Hunlaf’s voice, as he 
narrates his tale, has been 
fascinating and fun. I hope 
readers enjoy his story as 
much as I loved writing it.’

Matthew Harffy

The life of a novice monk will be changed forever when 
the Vikings attack in a new historical adventure from 
Matthew Harffy. 

There had been portents – famine, whirlwinds, lightning 
from clear skies, serpents seen flying through the air. But 
when the raiders came, no one was prepared.

They came from the North, their dragon-prowed longships 
gliding out of the dawn mist as they descended on the 
kingdom’s most sacred site.

It is 8th June AD 793, and with the pillage of the 
monastery on Lindisfarne, the Viking Age has begun.

While his fellow monks flee before the Norse onslaught, 
one young novice stands his ground. He has been taught 
to turn the other cheek, but faced with the slaughter of 
his brothers and the pagan desecration of his church, 
forgiveness is impossible.

Hunlaf soon learns that there is a time for faith and 
prayer… and there is a time for swords.

Fiction/Historical

A Time for Swords
Matthew Harffy

DECEMBER 2020 • ARIES / HISTORICAL • 228x145mm • 400pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES 
HB 9781838932855 £18.99 • XTPB 9781838932862 £14.99 • E 9781838932886

MATTHEW HARFFY grew up in Northumberland where 
the rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had 
a huge impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire with his 
wife and their two daughters.

matthewharffy.com
  MatthewHarffyAuthor   @MatthewHarffy
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‘I cannot pinpoint the age 
at which I knew that I was 

“different” but the first 
inklings had come when I 
was seven. I knew-without-
knowing that this was not 
something I should talk 
about openly. I was in my 
teens before I first saw 
the word “gay” in print, 
and twenty when I first 
managed to say it aloud. 
By then, the library had 
tentatively reassured me 
that, however isolated I 
felt, I was not alone.’

Frank Wynne

LGBTQ writing from ancient times to yesterday, selected 
by award-winning translator Frank Wynne.

Drawing together writing from Catullus to Sappho, from 
Rimbaud to Anaïs Nin, and from Armitstead Maupin to 
Alison Bechdel, translator Frank Wynne has collected a 
hundred of the finest works representing queer love by 
LGBTQ authors.

Queer straddles the spectrum of queer experience, from 
Verlaine’s sonnet in praise of his lover’s anus and Emily 
Dickinson's exhortation of a woman’s beauty, to Alison 
Bechdel’s graphic novel of her coming out, Juno Dawson’s 
reflections on gender and Oscar Wilde’s ‘De Profundis’. 

With stories, poems, extracts and scenes from countries 
the world over, Queer is an unabashed and unapologetic 
anthology, which gives voice to those often silenced. 

Fiction/Anthology

Queer
Frank Wynne (ed.)

SEPTEMBER 2020 • APOLLO / ANTHOLOGY • 240x170mm • 624pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN) 
HB 9781789542349 £25.00 • E 9781789542332

FRANK WYNNE has translated many authors including 
Michel Houellebecq, Boualem Sansal, Frédéric Beigbeder 
and the late Ivorian novelist Ahmadou Kourouma. He 
won the International IMPAC Literary Award, with 
Houellebecq, for Atomised. He was born in Ireland and 
lives in London. 

terribleman.com   @terribleman
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SEPTEMBER 2020 • AD ASTRA / ANTHOLOGY • 240x170mm • 1032pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN)
HB 9781789540918 £25.00 • E 9781789540925

‘In the time it’s taken me 
to assemble We, Robots, 
artificial intelligence 
has rewritten elections, 
fomented wars, cured 
cancer and damn-near put 
me out of work as a writer 
of prose.’

Simon Ings

From 1837 through to the present day, from Charles 
Dickens to Cory Doctorow, Simon Ings presents a 
hundred of the best short stories on artificial intelligence 
from around the world. 

These stories demonstrate humanity’s enduring 
fascination with artificial creation. Crafted in our image, 
androids mirror our greatest hopes and darkest fears: we 
want our children to do better and be better than us, but 
we also place ourselves in jeopardy by creating beings that 
may eventually out-think us.

This compelling SF figure has persisted across decades and 
subgenres, so the anthology is organised into six thematic 
sections: Making Robots, Dealing with Robots, Served by 
Robots, Changing Places with Robots, Being Robots, and, 
finally, Supplanted by Robots.

We, Robots collects the finest android short stories the 
genre has to offer, from the biggest names in the field to 
exciting rising stars.

SIMON INGS is the author of eight previous novels and 
two works of non-fiction, including the Baillie Gifford-
longlisted Stalin and the Scientists. His debut novel Hot 
Head was widely acclaimed. He is the arts editor of New 
Scientist magazine and splits his time between a sweltering 
penthouse in Dubai (not his) and possibly the coldest flat 
in London.

Fiction/Anthology

We, Robots
Simon Ings (ed.)

  @simoningssimonings.com
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‘Irish writing is having 
a particularly stellar 
moment, so it feels timely 
to unite the giants of the 
past with contemporary 
writers who are breaking 
new ground. These notable 
100 stories say so much 
about our history, culture 
and language.’

Sinéad Gleeson

An anthology of the very best Irish short stories, selected 
by Sinéad Gleeson, author of Constellations.

There have been many anthologies of the short story as it 
developed in Ireland, but never a collection like this. 

The Art of the Glimpse is a radical revision of the canon of 
the Irish story, emphasising neglected writers, marginalised 
female voices, gay writing and the first wave of new 
Irish writers from Africa and around the world. Sinéad 
Gleeson brings together stories ranging from the sublime 
to the downright bizarre, from classics to the new wave of 
young writers, and from well known names to previously 
unpublished talent. 

The stories paint a tremendous spectrum of experience: 
the story of a prank come good by Bram Stoker; Sally 
Rooney on the love languages of the new generation; 
Donal Ryan on the pains of ageing; Elske Rahill on the 
lives we see from the top deck of the bus; James Joyce on 
losing a loved one; and the internal monologue of a coma 
sufferer by Marian Keyes.

Fiction/Anthology

The Art of the Glimpse
Sinéad Gleeson (ed.)

OCTOBER 2020 • APOLLO / ANTHOLOGY • 240x170mm • 816pp • Rights: UK/COM (xCAN)
HB 9781788548809 £25.00 • E 9781788548793

SINÉAD GLEESON’S debut collection, Constellations: 
Reflections from Life was published by Picador in 2019, and 
won the Best Non-Fiction category at 2019 Irish Book 
Awards. She has edited the award-winning anthologies The 
Long Gaze Back: An Anthology of Irish Women Writers and 
The Glass Shore: Short Stories by Women Writers from the North 
of Ireland.

sineadgleeson.com
  sineadgleesonwriter   @sineadgleeson
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A N T H O L O G I E S  F R O M 
H E A D  O F  Z E U S

That Glimpse of Truth 
TPB 9781838939045 £15.00   

E 9781784080037

The Time  
Traveller’s Almanac 

TPB 9781788547369 £15.00   

E 9781781853894

Ghost 
HB 9781784080174 £20.00   

E 9781784080167

Of Gods and Men 
HB 9781788546744 £25.00   

E 9781788546737

Desire 
TPB 9781838939038 £15.00   

E 9781784975432

Found in Translation 
HB 9781786695291 £25.00   

E 9781786695284

Funny Ha, Ha  
TPB 9781838939021 £15.00  

E 9781788544252

Sherlock 
HB 9781800240285 £25.00   

E 9781784970673

Deadlier 
HB 9781784975463 £25.00   

E 9781784975456

The Big Book of 
Christmas Mysteries 

HB 9781788546478 £25.00   

E 9781781858370

The Story 
HB 9781781851166 £25.00   

E 9781781853603

Jack the Ripper 
HB 9781800240292 £25.00   

E 9781784976231
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Fiction/Paperback Originals Fiction/Paperback Originals

FICTION • ARIA / THRILLER • NOVEMBER 2020 

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781786699633 • PB 9781838930721 • £7.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

The Liars 
Naomi Joy

What Happened to Us? 
Faith Hogan

Two women. One deadly secret. A rivalry that could 
destroy them.

Ava Wells is perfect. She has the boyfriend, the career, 
the looks. But one night changes everything and her life 
suddenly isn’t so seamless.

Jade Fernleigh is ambitious. She’s worked hard to get 
where she is. And she’s not about to let Ava take the job 
she rightly deserves.

Both women share a secret that could destroy them, but 
who will crumble first?

Is it ever too late to start again?

After ten years together, Dubliner Carrie Nolan is 
devastated when she’s unceremoniously dumped by Kevin 
Mulvey.

While Kevin is ‘living the dream’ with his beautiful new 
Brazilian girlfriend, Carrie seeks solace from a circle of 
mismatched strangers who need her as much as she needs 
them.

Then suddenly a catastrophic sequence of events leads to 
the unthinkable...

FICTION • ARIA / THRILLER • JULY 2020

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781789543759 • PB 9781838930684 • £7.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

FICTION • ARIA / ROMANCE • OCTOBER 2020

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781788548588 • PB 9781838938406 • £7.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

A Perfect Paris Christmas 
Mandy Baggot

The Accident 
Dawn Goodwin

Head to Paris this Christmas and fall in love under the 
lights of the Eiffel Tower.

When Keeley Andrews receives an invitation to spend two 
weeks in Paris, all expenses paid, she jumps at the chance. 

Ethan Bouchard has had the worst eighteen months of 
his life. So when he meets Keeley, it simply isn’t the right 
time. 

But as Keeley and Ethan continue to bump into each 
other, they can’t help but wonder whether this is fate 
telling them to let go of the past and leap into the future…

Is there anyone she can trust?

Veronica Pullman’s comfortable suburban life comes to 
a shuddering halt when her young daughter, Grace, dies 
tragically in a car accident. 

Unable to come to terms with her daughter’s death, 
Veronica isolates herself from her friends and family. But 
then a chance encounter blossoms into an unlikely new 
friendship.

Scarlet is feisty, adventurous, unpredictable. But is she 
someone Veronica should trust?

FICTION • ARIA / ROMANCE • SEPTEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 380pp • E 9781838933449 • PB 9781838933456 • £7.99 • WORLD ENGLISH
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Fiction/Paperback Originals Fiction/Paperback Originals

Of Love and Other Wars 
Sophie Hardach

The Salt Road  
Jane Johnson

The profoundly moving story of a Quaker family and a 
Jewish family in love and at war during World War Two.

As the streets of London throng with soldiers, two families 
must decide how they can do good in a world transformed 
by evil.

Of Love and Other Wars is a profoundly moving tale of 
faith, longing, and decisions made in the split second of 
silence between bullets, whose repercussions last a lifetime. 
With distinctive flair and dazzling creative energy, Sophie 
Hardach explores lives upended by betrayal, violence and 
passion.

A magical historical adventure that spans the decades 
and the hot, shifting sands of Morocco.

When Isabelle’s archaeologist father dies leaving her a 
mysterious African amulet, on impulse she takes a plane to 
Morocco to discover its secrets.

Isabelle’s curiosity will lead her to the story of the Salt 
Road: a tale of souls wounded by history and of love 
blossoming on barren ground. 

‘An exotic page-turner that links the fates of two women.’ 
Woman & Home

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL • OCTOBER 2020

198x129mm • 385pp • E 9781838939205 • PB 9781838939212 £8.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL • DECEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 448pp • E 9781789545265 • PB  9781789545272 £8.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

The Tenth Gift 
Jane Johnson
An escapist page-turner set in seventeenth century 
Cornwall and Morocco.

When Julia Lovat travels to Morocco to research the true 
story of a seventeenth-century woman who was sold into 
slavery, she is quickly lost in an exotic and vibrant land.

Her guide is Idriss, a man so charismatic and beguiling 
that their meeting feels like destiny. And so, in the heat 
and dust, two love stories, separated by four centuries, 
entwine and blossom...

‘I really couldn’t put it down.’ Barbara Erskine

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL • JULY 2020

198x129mm • 448pp • E 9781789545241 • PB 9781789545258 • £8.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

1 1 11 1 0

The Summer House Party 
Caro Fraser
A hugely evocative multi-generational tale set in a grand 
country house in the run-up to World War II.

In the gloriously hot summer of 1936, a group of friends 
meet at a country house party. Within three years, the 
country will be engulfed in war, but for now time stands 
still as they sip champagne on the lawn, engaging in casual 
flirtations and carefree conversation. Then a shocking 
death puts an end to their revelry, changing everything.

For all of them, that summer house party will be a turning 
point. The mistakes made during that fateful weekend will 
change their lives for ever.

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL • AUGUST 2020

198x129mm • 512pp • E 9781786691477 • PB 9781838937454 £8.99 • WORLD ALL



Fiction/Paperback Originals Fiction/Paperback Originals

Fire and Ice 
Dana Stabenow

Nothing Gold Can Stay 
Dana Stabenow

Better to Rest 
Dana Stabenow

The first book in Dana Stabenow’s atmospheric Alaskan 
crime series. 

Alaska State Trooper Liam Campbell, demoted and 
reassigned to the remote bush town of Newenham, literally 
steps off the plane into a murder scene. Dealing with 
death is never simple, but when the woman leaning over 
the body proves to be Liam’s old flame, it’s evident that 
his new job is about to become much more complicated. 
Of course, small town tensions tend to simmer just 
beneath the surface, and murder, once done, has a 
tendency to happen again.

The second book in Dana Stabenow’s atmospheric 
Alaskan crime series. 

Three relatively quiet months have passed since State 
Trooper Liam Campbell was assigned to the remote post 
of Newenham. That all changes when a local fishing boat 
is discovered scuttled and adrift – its crew of seven dead in 
circumstances that can’t be accidental – and Campbell's 
girlfriend Wyanet Chouinard stumbles into a murder 
scene at an archaeological dig. Cultures collide as the 
community must deal with too many outside distractions.

The third book in Dana Stabenow’s atmospheric 
Alaskan crime series. 

Newly promoted to corporal, Liam Campbell is slowly 
making a home for himself in Newenham. Between DUIs 
and domestic disputes, life is relatively tranquil, until 
Campbell’s girlfriend, bush pilot Wyanet Chouinard, 
delivers a shipment of mail to a remote post office, where 
she finds the postmistress murdered. The hunt is on for a 
killer who seems to have vanished into the Bush... Until 
another victim is found. Chilling connections from the 
past make the search a matter of life and death.

The fourth book in Dana Stabenow’s atmospheric 
Alaskan crime series. 

A party of hunters stumbles upon a desiccated human 
hand, a feisty grandmother meets an untimely death in 
her own kitchen, and the broken remains of a World War 
Two-era transport plane emerge from the face of a calving 
glacier. 

It’s all in a day’s work for Sergeant Liam Campbell of the 
Alaska State Troopers. 

FICTION • HOZ / CRIME • NOVEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781788549073 • PB 9781800240360 £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH*

FICTION • HOZ / CRIME • NOVEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781788549080 • PB 9781800240377 £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH*

FICTION • HOZ / CRIME • NOVEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781788549097 • PB 9781800240384 £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH*

So Sure of Death 
Dana Stabenow

FICTION • HOZ / CRIME • NOVEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781788549103 • PB 9781800240391 £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH*

*digital xUS xCAN
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HOZ / HISTORICAL
198x129mm • 432pp
E 9781788542579 
PB 9781788542593 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / CRIME
198x129mm • 320pp
E 9781838933135 
PB 9781838933128 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / SAGA
198x129mm • 480pp
E 9781786697561 
PB 9781786697592 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

ARIES / THRILLER
198x129mm • 560pp
E 9781838930936
PB 9781838930943 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

APOLLO / SELF-HELP
198x129mm • 256pp
E 9781788546713 
PB 9781838931100 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

July PaperbacksJuly Paperbacks

Father of Lions 
Louise Callaghan
Father of Lions is the story of Mosul Zoo. As ISIS laid siege 
to Mosul, it was miraculously kept open. It survived under 
the stern hand of Abu Laith, the zookeeper. And the lions 
and bears survived not only two years of ISIS occupation, 
but starvation and bombardment by liberating forces. This 
is a story of resilience and human decency in the midst of 
barbarism.

‘Through the story of a man who loves both lions and life, 
Louise Callaghan shows how humour and defiance can 
counter cruelty, and why both humans and animals crave 
freedom.’ Lindsey Hilsum

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / BIOGRAPHY

198x129mm • 432pp • E 9781789540789 • PB 9781789540772 • £9.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

The Other You 
J.S. Monroe

FICTION • HOZ / THRILLER  

198x129mm • 496pp • E 9781789541663 • PB 9781789541694 • £8.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

Before the devastating car crash that left her with a brain 
injury, Kate worked for the police as a ‘super-recogniser’, 
identifying criminals in crowds of thousands. As her 
brain begins to recover, and her powers of recognition 
are restored, she begins to question whether Rob, her 
handsome tech-preneur boyfriend whom she met in 
hospital, is who he says he is. Has he been replaced by  
an impostor? Or is it all in Kate’s damaged mind?

‘An unusually pacy twist on the standard domestic 
thriller... Propulsive and fun.’ Daily Telegraph

1 171 1 6



ZEPHYR / FICTION
198x129mm • 304pp
E 9781789541366 
PB 9781789541380 £7.99 
WORLD ALL

AD ASTRA / FANTASY
198X229mm • 528pp
E 9781838931810 
PB 9781838931803 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / ROMANCE
198x129mm • 400pp
E 9781788548694 
PB 9781788548724 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / THRILLER
128x129mm • 512pp
E 9781788547109 
PB 9781788547130 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

APOLLO / LITERARY FICTION 
198x129mm • 464pp
E 9781789543001 
PB 9781789543032 £8.99 
UK/COM

HOZ / THRILLER
198x129mm • 352pp
E 9781838933739 
PB 9781838933760 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

ARIES / HISTORICAL
198x129mm • 352pp
E 9781838932848 
PB 9781838932831 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

August PaperbacksAugust Paperbacks

99% 
Mark Thomas
If you are part of the 99% – and there is a 99% chance 
that you are – then you are one of the first generation in 
living memory who can expect to be poorer than your 
parents, even as the economy continues to grow. 99% 
is a clear, readable analysis of the inescapable fact that 
Generation Y (and subsequent generations) will be poorer 
than their parents, and a call to arms to forge an Age of 
Abundance, in which everyone benefits.

‘We can ensure a growing economy from which everybody 
benefits. The time for assessing such arguments has now 
arrived. They matter.’ Financial Times, Books of the Year

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / CURRENT AFFAIRS 

198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781789544527 • PB 9781789544510 • £9.99 • WORLD ALL

The French Wife 
Diney Costeloe

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL

198x129mm • 496pp • E 9781789543285 • PB 9781789543315 • £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

As the St Clair family prepare for the wedding of their 
daughter Clarice, trouble is brewing. Their younger 
daughter, Hélène, has been reunited with orphaned 
Annette, who is now working below stairs for her parents.

But Annette is hiding a dangerous secret, which Hélène 
has promised to keep at all costs. Meanwhile, Hélène 
herself has begun to fall in love with a young nobleman 
from England, whose family has plans which do not 
include their son choosing a French wife.

‘Historical fiction heaven.’ The Bookbag

APOLLO / HISTORY
198x129mm • 304pp
E 9781788543408 
PB 9781788543422 £9.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / SCIENCE 
198x129mm • 432pp
E 9781788543378 
PB 9781788543392 £9.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / BIOGRAPHY
228x145mm • 816pp
E 9781789544640 
PB 9781789544633 £14.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)
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HOZ / HISTORICAL
198x129mm • 480pp
E 9781788544931 
PB 9781788544962 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / THRILLER
198x129mm • 464pp
E 9781838930516 
PB 9781838930554 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / CRIME 
198x129mm • 368pp
E 9781788549264 
PB 9781788549295 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / CRIME 
198x129mm • 336pp
E 9781788548977 
PB 9781788549134 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / CRIME
198x129mm • 416pp
E 9781788546119 
PB 9781788546157 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / HISTORY
198x129mm • 600pp
E 9781784975913 
PB 9781789544695 £12.00 
WORLD ALL

September PaperbacksSeptember Paperbacks

What do Animals Think and Feel? 
Karsten Brensing
In What Do Animals Think and Feel, the biologist Karsten 
Brensing has something astonishing to tell us about the 
animal kingdom: namely that animals, by any reasonable 
assessment, have developed the sophisticated systems of 
social organization and behaviour that human beings call 
‘culture’. Drawing on the latest scientific research into the 
behaviour of creatures he reveals a world of behavioural 
and cognitive sophistication that is remarkably similar to 
our own.

‘A very exciting read.’ General-Anzeiger

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / SCIENCE 

198x129mm • 384pp • E 9781788544498 • PB 9781788544511 • £9.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

People Like Us 
Louise Fein

FICTION • HOZ / HISTORICAL 

198x129mm • 496pp • E 9781789545340 • PB 9781789545029 • £8.99 •UK/COM (xCAN)

Hetty Heinrich is a perfect German child. Her father is an 
SS officer, her brother in the Luftwaffe, herself a member 
of the BDM. She believes resolutely in her country, and  
the man who runs it. 

Until Walter changes everything. Blond-haired, blue-eyed, 
Walter. The boy who saved her life. A Jew. 

As Hetty falls deeply in love with a man who is everything 
she’s been taught to hate, she will have to risk everything to 
save him, even if it means sacrificing herself...

The biggest love story of 2020 is also the most 
heartbreaking. 
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AD ASTRA / SCIENCE FICTION
198x129mm • 256pp
E 9781789546095 
PB 9781789546125 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / THRILLER
198x129mm • 400pp
E 9781788548939 
PB 9781788548960 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / CRIME  
198x129mm • 480pp
E 9781789544107 
PB 9781789544138 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

APOLLO / LITERARY FICTION
198x129mm • 224pp
E 9781789545104 
PB 9781789545098 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

APOLLO / LITERARY FICTION
198x129mm • 256pp
E 9781789544879 
PB 9781789544909 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

October PaperbacksOctober Paperbacks

The Crew 
David Price
The Crew recounts the wartime exploits of the members of 
an Avro Lancaster crew between 1942 and the war’s end. 
This is the moving and compelling story of seven ordinary 
young men who lived in extraordinary times, risking their 
lives in freedom’s cause in the dark skies above Hitler’s 
Reich.

‘Price has given the bomber offensive a human face. This 
book, although packed with facts, still has a heart and 
soul... a sensitive account of the Ken Cook’s life.’  
The Times

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / HISTORY 

198x129mm • 448pp • E 9781789542691 • PB 9781789542714 • £9.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

Robert Ludlum’s TM  
The Treadstone Resurrection 
Joshua Hood

FICTION • HOZ / THRILLER 

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781789546484 • PB 9781789546460 • £8.99 • UK/COM (xCAN)

The first novel in an explosive new series inspired by 
Robert Ludlum’s Bourne universe. Treadstone made Jason 
Bourne an unstoppable force, but he’s not the only one... 

Operation Treadstone nearly ruined Adam Hayes. But just 
when he thinks he’s out, a mysterious attack draws him 
back into the shadowy world that made him. 

‘Joshua Hood crushes it, proving himself a worthy 
inheritor of the legacy.’ Jack Carr, author of True Believer

APOLLO / MEMOIR 
198X129mm • 288pp
E 9781789544992 
PB 9781789544985 £8.99 
WORLD ALL
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HOZ / SAGA 
198x129mm • 512pp
E 9781838939052 
PB 9781838939076 £8.99 
WORLD ALL



AD ASTRA / FANTASY
198x129mm • 512pp
E 9781838931308 
PB 9781838931292 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / THRILLER
198x129mm • 400pp
E 9781838934507 
PB 9781838934491 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

HOZ / THRILLER
198x129mm • 416pp
E 9781838931094 
PB 9781789544572 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

HOZ / CRIME
198x129mm • 400pp
E 9781788543330 
PB 9781788543361 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

AD ASTRA / SCIENCE FICTION
198x129mm • 432pp
E 9781838932077 
PB 9781838932060 £8.99 
UK/COM (xCAN)

November PaperbacksNovember Paperbacks

The Cabin in the Mountains 
Robert Ferguson
Turf-roofed and wooden-built, offering fresh clean air, 
peace and isolation in landscapes of stunning beauty, 
the hytte – or wooden cabin home – is a crucial part of 
Norweigan national identity. In 2016, Robert Ferguson 
and his wife bought a piece of land high up in the 
Hardangervidda, and on it they built a hytte. For Ferguson, 
it was the realization of a dream that first brought him to 
Norway from England more than thirty years ago. As the 
cabin takes shape, Ferguson learns the cultural history of 
modern Norway and achieves a deeper understanding of 
the remarkable country that has become his home.

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / NATURE 

198x129mm • 336pp • E 9781786696755 • PB 9781789544671 • £9.99 • WORLD ALL

Death of a Mermaid 
Lesley Thomson

FICTION • HOZ / THRILLER 

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781788549707 • PB 9781788549738 • £8.99 • WORLD ENGLISH

Freddy Power walked out of her childhood home twenty-
two years ago, and swore never to return. But now she’s 
back, helping run her family’s fishery in Newhaven in the 
wake of her mother’s death. 

Freddy is not planning to be in Newhaven for long. But 
when her childhood best friend goes missing, old secrets – 
and old passions – are reignited. Freddy has to stay to find 
her friend – even if it means confronting the past, and 
facing up to the truth. 

‘A remorseless thriller, full of atmosphere and a creeping 
sense of menace.’ Elly Griffiths 

APOLLO / LITERARY FICTION
198x129mm • 542pp
E 9781788544313 
PB 9781788544344 £8.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

APOLLO / HISTORY
198x129mm • 528pp
E 9781784080297 
PB 9781789546637 £9.99 
WORLD ENGLISH

APOLLO / ARCHAEOLOGY
198x129mm • 368pp
E 9781788543439 
PB 9781788543453 £8.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / HISTORY
198x129mm • 464pp
E 9781781854174 
PB 9781789546620 £9.99 
WORLD ALL
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APOLLO / MODERN HISTORY

(LANDMARK LIBRARY)
200x135mm • 184pp
E 9781786694539 
PB 9781838932084 £12.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / HISTORY

(LANDMARK LIBRARY)
200x135mm • 192pp
E 9781786691439 
PB 9781838933326 £12.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / HISTORY

(LANDMARK LIBRARY)
200x135mm • 192pp
E 9781781858844 
PB 9781838933340 £12.99 
UK/COM 

APOLLO / ARCHAEOLOGY

(LANDMARK LIBRARY)
200x135mm • 208pp
E 9781784974657 
PB 9781838933333 £12.99 
WORLD ALL

APOLLO / BIOGRAPHY
198x129mm • 320pp
E 9781789543919 
PB 9781789544701 £8.99 
WORLD ALL (xUS)

December Paperbacks

1 2 6

December Paperbacks

Dante’s Divine Comedy 
Ian Thomson
Dante has no equal as he sings of otherworldly horror 
and celestial beatitude alike. Yet for all our distance from 
medieval theology, the Florentine poet’s allegorical journey 
through hell, purgatory and paradise remains one of the 
essential works of world literature. 

Ian Thomson’s lively book is a wide-ranging exploration of 
a literary masterwork and its influence on writers, poets, 
artists and film-makers up to our own time.

‘Erudite and urgent, Ian Thomson makes an excellent 
Virgilian guide and his Dante’s Divine Comedy is a book 
that everyone ought to read.’ Spectator

NON-FICTION • APOLLO / LITERATURE (LANDMARK LIBRARY) 

198x129mm • 288pp • E 9781786690791 • PB 9781789548778 • £12.99 • WORLD ALL

The Nemesis Manifesto 
Eric Van Lustbader

FICTION • HOZ / THRILLER 

198x129mm • 400pp • E 9781838937706 • PB 9781838937690 • £8.99• UK/COM (xCAN)

An epic and harrowing adventure of the predatory forces 
that are threatening the very fabric of democracy kicks off 
a compelling new series with a singular new heroine.

Evan Ryder is a lone wolf, a field agent for a black-ops arm 
of the DOD, who has survived unspeakable tragedy and 
dedicated her life to protecting her country. So when her 
fellow agents begin to be systematically eliminated, Evan 
must unravel the thread that ties them all together... and 
before her name comes up on the kill list.

‘An automatic buy-today-read-tonight author for me – and 
should be for you.’ Lee Child 

APOLLO / MUSIC

(LANDMARK LIBRARY) 
200x135mm • 208pp
E 9781786696816 
PB 9781838932091 £12.99 
WORLD ALL
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‘It’s an adventure story 
about fate, friendship  
and unlikely heroes.  
It’s also a love letter.  
To the king of the forest; 
the most terrifying, 
extraordinary and magical 
animal on the planet.’

Tania Unsworth

Mingling the classic charm of Tom’s Midnight Garden 
with the adventure of a lifetime, two boys and a girl are 
lost in the forests of India where mighty tigers prowl.

Elsie is not looking forward to the long summer 
holiday with her creaky, old Uncle John. But then the 
unimaginable happens as Time unravels and Elsie tumbles 
back to 1940s India to meet her Uncle John as a young 
boy on a tiger hunt. Can Elsie stop him from doing what 
he’s already told her is a wrong he can never right? 

The Time Traveller and the Tiger is a multi-layered middle 
grade novel rich in adventure, mystery, historical and 
conservation themes.

Cover artwork by Helen Crawford-White.

The Time Traveller  
and the Tiger
Tania Unsworth

JULY 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 200x135mm • 256pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES (xUS xCAN)
HB 9781788541701 £12.99 • E 9781788541695

‘Teasing and suspenseful...’ 
Sunday Times  

Book of the Week 

‘[A] magical tale about 
family and identity.’

The Times

TANIA UNSWORTH comes from a literary, Booker Prize-
winning family of writers and lives in Boston, USA. The Girl 
Who Thought Her Mother was a Mermaid was published by 
Zephyr in 2018.

www.taniaunsworth.com   @TaniaUnsworth1
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The Tindims
The Tindims of Rubbish Island
Captain Spoons and the Turtle Tangle
Sally Gardner 
Illustrated by Lydia Corry

SEPTEMBER / NOVEMBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 198x129mm • 128pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
BK 1: THE TINDIMS OF RUBBISH ISLAND  PBO 9781838935672 £6.99 • E 9781838935689 

BK 2: CAPTAIN SPOONS AND THE TURTLE TANGLE  PBO 9781838935696 £6.99 • E 9781838935702 

‘The idea for the Tindims 
came from our beach 
walks. Thinking about the 
climate crisis and rubbish 
overwhelming our oceans, 
we began to invent the 
Tindims and their island. 
As mothers, we know 
young and inquisitive 
children will love these 
idiosyncratic characters, 
their sense of adventure 
and their empowering 
message of conservation.’  

Lydia & Sally

‘What is rubbish today is treasure tomorrow.’ A new 
series that empowers young readers to get creative with 
their rubbish and save the planet.

Join Captain Spoons, Mug, Jug, Brew, Skittle and 
friends on Rubbish Island: wander through its warren of 
underwater rooms, including a toothbrush library and a 
hospital for sick fish, climb its terraces overlooking the sea 
and scale Rubbish Mountain.  
 
Prize-winning author Sally Gardner takes the Tindims on 
their first ocean adventure to show keen young ecologists 
how to help protect our planet for the future. Lydia 
Corry’s charming black-and-white integrated illustrations 
bring the Tindims to life on every page.

SALLY GARDNER & LYDIA CORRY are a mother-
daughter duo who came up with the idea of the Tindims 
during seaside strolls in their home town of Hastings. Sally 
is a Costa and Carnegie-winning author. Her most recent 
novel is Invisible in a Bright Light published by Zephyr. 
Lydia graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2009. 
Her debut illustrated book, Eight Princesses and a Magic 
Mirror, was published by Zephyr in 2019.

www.sallygardner.co.uk
www.lydiacorry.com

@TheSallyGardner
  lydiacorryillustration
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Extinct
Hallucigenia
Ben Garrod 
Illustrated by Gabriel Ugueto

‘Scientists predict that 
as many as 99% of the 
species that have ever lived 
have gone extinct and if 
you’re wondering how 
many species that might 
actually be... it means we 
have already lost an almost 
unbelievable 5 billion 
species from our planet.’

Ben Garrod

A full-colour eight-book series by TV scientist, Professor 
Ben Garrod, that offers a comprehensive look at the 
strongest force in nature – extinction.

Each book will focus on one animal lost to extinction, 
looking at their evolution, anatomy, behaviour, habitat 
and their food chain to reveal why they went extinct.  
With ‘New Science’ and ‘Ask the Expert’ sections, each 
book will tell a different extinction story, from mass 
extinctions caused by asteroids or mega volcanoes, to  
over-hunting by humans and habitat destruction.

Featuring integrated colour artwork by one of the most 
prominent palaeoartists working today, Gabriel Ugueto, the 
series will examine our planet’s great extinctions through 
eight animals: Hallucigenia (bk 1), Dunkleosteus (bk 2), 
Trilobite (bk 3), Lisowicia (bk 4), T. rex (bk 5), Megalodon 
(bk 6), Thylacine (bk 7) and the Hainan Gibbon (bk 8).                 

BEN GARROD is Professor of Evolutionary Biology and 
Science Engagement at the University of East Anglia. His 
three-part TV series Baby Chimp Rescue was broadcast on 
BBC Two in 2020. Ben is a trustee and ambassador of a 
number of key conservation organisations. His previous 
books include the six book series So You Think You Know 
About... Dinosaurs? and The Chimpanzee and Me, both 
published by Zephyr.

GABRIEL UGUETO is a graphic artist and illustrator 
specialising in nature and wildlife.

www.bengarrod.co.uk
  DrBenGarrod   @Ben_garrod

  Prof. Ben Garrod©
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SEPTEMBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / NON-FICTION • 216x155mm • 144pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
HB 9781838935269 £12.99 • E 9781838935283
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OCTOBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 210x130mm • 252pp • Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
HB 9781838935610 £12.99 • XTPB 9781838939014 £12.99 • E 9781838935634 • A 9781800240636

Witch
Finbar Hawkins

‘I wanted to write 
something that was a 
song for the strong, funny, 
wise women among my 
family and friends. I also 
wanted to write something 
that pushed back against 
patriarchy, and celebrated 
freedom of expression, 
community, and love. 
Because that’s what makes 
the world go round.’

Finbar Hawkins

Set in the 17th century, a breathtaking debut, and a 
potential prize-winner, about the power of women, 
witchcraft, fury, revenge and the ties that bind us.

After witnessing the brutal murder of her mother by 
witch-hunters, Evey vows to avenge her and track down 
the killers. Fury burns in her bright and strong. But she 
has promised her mother that she will keep Dill, her little 
sister, safe. 

As the lust for blood and retribution rises to fever pitch, 
will Evey keep true to the bonds of sisterhood and to the 
magick that is her destiny?

Cover artwork by Edward Bettison.

FINBAR HAWKINS is a visceral, lyrical, dazzling new 
voice in storytelling. He graduated from the Bath Spa 
MA in Writing for Young People and lives with his family 
in Wiltshire, a landscape steeped in myth and legend. He 
is a creative director for Aardman Animations in Bristol, 
where he makes fun interactive things for children of all 
ages. 

www.lovelywork.co.uk
  finbar.hawkins

  @daddyape©
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Viper’s Daughter 
Michelle Paver

Sofa Surfer 
Malcolm Duffy

A boy. A wolf. The legend lives on.  
 
Dazzling entertainment, seamless story-telling, book seven 
in the bestselling Wolf Brother series is set in a world of 
myth, menace, natural magic and exhilarating adventure. 
This can be enjoyed as a standalone novel.

Audiobook read by Sir Ian McKellen.

‘What rich, immersive storytelling... The best book I have 
read this year by a country mile.’  
Hilary McKay, author of Costa-winning The Skylarks’ War

Sofa Surfer shows how empathy and action can help those 
without a home to go to. As with his widely praised, prize-
winning debut Me Mam. Me Dad. Me., Malcolm Duffy 
finds humour and heart even in dire situations. Relevant, 
warm and rewarding, Sofa Surfer is about what happens 
when going home isn’t an option.

‘A crusading novel about an issue that looks to be 
timeless.’ Financial Times

ZEPHYR / FICTION • NOVEMBER 2020
198x129mm • 256pp • E 9781789542400 • PB 9781789542394 • £7.99 • WORLD ALL
A • 9781838936198

ZEPHYR / FICTION • SEPTEMBER 2020 
198x129mm • 320pp • E 9781786697660 • PB 9781786697684 • £7.99 • WORLD ALL

Girl. Boy. Sea. 
Chris Vick
Nominated for the 2020 CILIP Carnegie Prize 

Storm, shipwreck, survival. Chris Vick’s novel delves deep 
into the might and majesty of the unpredictable ocean, the 
strength of an unlikely friendship between a British boy and 
a Berber girl and their will to survive against all the odds.

Audiobook read by Isaac Rouse.

‘Moral dilemmas, spiritual guidance and human cruelty 
underpin this rollicking adventure of unlikely friends.’ 
Daily Mail

ZEPHYR / FICTION • JUNE 2020
198x129mm • 304pp • E 9781789541366 • PB 9781789541380 • £7.99 • WORLD ALL
A • 9781789549614

Mr Tiger, Betsy  
and the Golden Seahorse 
Sally Gardner, illustrated by Nick Maland
When Betsy joins Myrtle the mermaid in her underwater 
world, she discovers there may be monsters. . . shipwrecks, 
lost treasure and secret cities. The third instalment in 
the successful Mr Tiger and Betsy series from bestselling 
author Sally Gardner with illustrations by Nick Maland. 
The paperback is printed in Dyslexie font.

Audiobook read by Simon Russell Beale.

‘Sally Gardner’s tale unfolds with all the beautiful illogicality 
of a dream... buoyed along by Nick Maland’s jaunty, 
intricately cross-hatched illustrations.’ Financial Times
ZEPHYR / FICTION • NOVEMBER 2020
198x129mm • 208pp • E 9781788546607 • PB 9781788546621 • £6.99 •  
WORLD ALL • A 9781838936099
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